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1

An electroplated classical column oil lamp with
cut glass font £80.00 - £120.00

2

A large electroplated on copper two-handed wine
tray, with vine-cast rim, engraved with birds and
foliage to/w an oak canteen of fish knives and
forks and a cased set of fruit knives and forks with
mother-of-pearl handles £50.00 - £90.00

3

A large oval electroplated tray with reeded rim and
twin handles, 75 cm wide overall £40.00 - £60.00

5

An Edwardian period oak canteen containing an
extensive part set of OEP electroplated flatware for
twelve, to/w bone and ivory handled knives, by
Goldsmiths and Silversmiths Company to/w an
oak canteen of OEP flatware and cutlery including
fish knives and forks (2) £80.00 - £120.00

6

An epns oval tray with ornate shell and scroll rim
and twin handles, to/w a meat dome (2) £60.00 £90.00

7

An Elkington plate half-reeded four-piece
tea/coffee service, to/w an oval entree dish and
cover, a cut glass powder bowl with silver cover
and a silver-bladed penknife, etc. (box) £40.00 £60.00

8

A quantity of electroplated tableware and flatware
(box) £20.00 - £40.00

9

An oak canteen containing a mixed selection of
electroplated fiddle, thread and shell flatware and
other patterns, to/w a set of six late Victorian
coffee spoons with ornate stems, a pair of sugar
tongs and ten various foreign low-grade coffee
spoons (box) £50.00 - £70.00

10

A set of stainless steel flatware and cutlery for
twelve - apparently unused £50.00 - £100.00

11

A glass punch-jug with electroplated mounts, to/w
a pair of candlesticks, three bottle coasters, fish
servers, tray, salver, condiment set, flatware, etc.
(box) £60.00 - £90.00

12

A German Art Nouveau style electroplated
inkstand fitted with two cut glass bottles, 37 cm
wide, stamped 'Geschutz' £100.00 - £150.00

13

A Harrods A1 plate entree dish and cover, to/w
another epns entree dish and cover, an oval bread
dish and a cigarette box (4) £40.00 - £60.00

14

A Duchess Plate set of flatware for six, to/w a nonmatching set of spoons and forks £40.00 - £60.00

15

A small pair of loaded silver candlesticks, to/w a
quantity of electroplated flatware and cutlery
£30.00 - £50.00

16

An Old Sheffield Plate teapot of compressed
melon form, stamped for Matthew Boulton, to/w a
Victorian walnut-cased set of electroplated dessert
knives and forks with mother-of-pearl handles and
various other flatware - much of it boxed (box)
£50.00 - £70.00

17

Two Edwardian Art Nouveau silver-backed
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hairbrushes with matching comb, Charles Henry
Dumeril, London 1905/06 and two silver napkin
rings, to/w an electroplated on copper twin-branch
candelabrum, chamberstick, entree dish and
cover, three-piece coffee service, fitted toilet case,
etc. (box) £70.00 - £100.00
18

An electroplated set of flatware for twelve
including; soup ladle, basting spoons, fish slice,
sauce ladles, salt spoons and butter knife in
associated oak canteen £100.00 - £150.00

19

A Georgian Rococo style Old Sheffield Plate tea
caddy and cover of square baluster form with
foliate and scroll decoration, three scripts 'D'
stamps - not identified, 15 cm high (NB Provenance by family tradition, a gift from Lord
Nelson to Lady Hamilton (no documentation
available)) £100.00 - £150.00

20

A 19th century two-handled loving cup in the
Georgian manner, embossed with vines and rose
garlands, on stemmed foot, 13 cm high £100.00 £150.00

21

A set of three Old Sheffield plate candlesticks with
palmate sconces, reeded twist columns and
moulded square bases embossed with draped
swags and deer masks, 33 cm high, to/w a
somewhat similar candlestick with Adam-style
base (4) £200.00 - £300.00

22

A Victorian cut glass claret jug with engraved
electroplated collar, cover and handle, to/w a
'thistle' condiment set, half-reeded tea service,
tureen and cover, salver, fruit basket and tray (box)
£100.00 - £150.00

23

A large electroplated meat dome with cast loop
handle, to/w a Regency Old Sheffield Plate oval
teapot with contemporary stand, snuffers tray,
plated on copper oval platter, open salt, set of four
open salts, pair of electroplated Adam-style twohandled navette salts and a pierced epns fruit
basket (box) £70.00 - £100.00

24

A quantity of plated table-wares, including
continental dessert knives and forks, sauce boat,
king's pattern sauce ladle, set of six WMF platemounting petit fours trays, sugar scuttle, trays,
flatware, etc. (box) £30.00 - £40.00

25

An Art Deco epns four-piece tea/coffee service, on
later engraved tray £40.00 - £60.00

26

An electroplated ham-bone carver's grip, to/w a
19th century inkstand with two square-cut bottles
(2) £40.00 - £60.00

27

A Mappin & Webb electroplated three-piece tea
service of compressed melon form, to/w a hot
water jug and various flatware including a pair of
fish knives and forks (box) £40.00 - £60.00

28

A good quality electroplated rectangular tray with
pierced rim and twin handles, to/w a plated on
copper 'pouch' vase, chafing stand, jardiniere, four-

piece tea/coffee service and a teapot of
compressed melon form £100.00 - £150.00
29

Prov: HSH The Prince of Hohenzollern £200.00 £250.00

A Walker & Hall electroplated four-piece tea
service including hot water jug, to/w a square tray,
a cased pair of electroplated serving spoons with
gilt bowls, a twin branch candelabrum, half-pint
mug, ice-bucket and cache-pot (box) £50.00 £70.00

43

A set of six 800 grade miniature 'Amuse Bouche'
jugs of classical form, 4.5 cm high
Prov: Possession of the Literary Awardee Ilse Pohl
(1907-2010) £200.00 - £250.00

44

Three small 800 grade-faced photograph frames one gilt - each 12 x 8 cm (3)
Prov: HSH The Prince of Hohenzollern £30.00 £40.00

30

An electroplated trefoil-shell nut dish, to/w a kettle
on stand, coffee pot, baby's rattle with mother-ofpearl teether, etc. (box) £40.00 - £60.00

45

31

An octagonal electroplated three-piece tea service,
to/w a silver vase flute and other plated wares
(box) £50.00 - £70.00

Two heavy quality engine-turned silver cigarette
cases, Birmingham 1938/45, 11.5 oz total
£120.00 - £150.00

46

32

A cut glass globular scent bottle with silver bun
cover, to/w a silver-topped glass sugar caster, a
pair of fish servers, fish knife and forks, etc. (box)
£50.00 - £70.00

Hester Bateman, a single tablespoon with feather
edge handle, London 1779 £30.00 - £40.00

47

A silver cigarette case, two small photograph
frames and a king's pattern cake slice with loaded
silver handle, to/w a set of electroplated Albany
Pattern flatware, an electroplated photograph
frame, etc. (box) £50.00 - £70.00

33

Four electroplated trays, a tureen, vases, biscuit
barrel with electroplated top and other table wares
(box). £40.00 - £60.00

48

34

A good quality modern oak tantalus with Art Deco
style electroplated mounts fitted with three square
cut glass decanters £50.00 - £60.00

A small silver sauce-boat, Birmingham 1939, to/w
two Edwardian cigarette cases, Birmingham
1904/7 (3), 7.9 oz total weight £80.00 - £120.00

49

35

A pair of electroplated twin-branch candelabra on
baluster pillars and circular bases £100.00 £150.00

36

A quantity of electroplated wares including a large
fruit bowl, planished three-piece tea service, entree
dish and cover, flatware, etc., to/w a small
quantity of silver flatware (box) £40.00 - £60.00

A pair of George III OEP silver sauce ladles, Peter
& William Bateman, London 1809, to/w an early
Victorian fiddle pattern tablespoon, London 1848
and six various Georgian teaspoons, 10 oz (9)
£100.00 - £150.00

50

A pair of loaded silver baluster candlesticks,
London 1913, 23 cm high, to/w a short
candlestick, Birmingham 1912, a broken pillar
candlestick and two small vase-flutes on weighted
bases (6) £100.00 - £150.00

51

An Edwardian pierced silver sugar basket with
swing handle and blue glass liner, Barker Bros.,
Chester 1908, to/w a small trophy cup, cased set
of coffee spoons and other silver oddments
including carving knife (box) £50.00 - £70.00

52

A good Victorian silver stirrup cup, modelled as a
hound's head with finely-detailed textured surface,
gilt interior, James Barclay Hennell, London 1877,
12.7oz, 17cm long £4,000.00 - £5,000.00

53

An 1887 double-florin and 1887 shilling, both EFVF, an 1826 shilling (welded ring) and 1919 3d,
to/w an engraved vesta case, Birmingham 1919, a
silver and mother-of-pearl penknife, Sheffield 1868
and an Indian low-grade pepperette and mustard
(8) £50.00 - £70.00

54

A silver cigarette box, Birmingham 1967, to/w two
thimbles (one not marked), a mustard spoon and
an infant's spoon and pusher, two cased
Christening spoons and a late Victorian cased set
of six engraved coffee spoons with tongs, Sheffield
1900 (box) £60.00 - £80.00

55

A cased set of coffee spoons, the backs cast with
perching birds, Thomas Bradbury & Sons,
Sheffield 1914, to/w a pair of non-matching sugar
tongs, teaspoon, tea strainer and various silver-

37

38

39

40

41

42

A set of six tablespoons and forks with floral
embossed handles, stamped 800, to/w a quantity
of King's Pattern and other electroplated flatware
and a mahogany cased set of electroplated fish
knives and forks with engraved blades and carved
ivory handles £180.00 - £220.00
A set of six embossed and pierced silver coffee
can holders with scroll handles, William Comyns
& Sons Ltd., Birmingham 1911 £60.00 - £90.00
A silver cigarette box, London 1919, to/w a silver
powder compact and various electroplated items,
including a biscuit barrel, ice bucket, nutcracker,
asparagus dish, etc. (box) £70.00 - £100.00
A Victorian mahogany-cased set of twelve each
dessert knives and forks and an inlaid walnut
canteen of fish knives and forks with servers - all
with ivory handles, to/w a cased set of coffee
spoons and a modern canteen of Viners
electroplated flatware (4) £80.00 - £120.00
A Continental 800 grade circular dish with reeded
rim, to match the previous lot, 16.2 oz, 26.5 cm
diameter
Prov: HSH The Prince of Hohenzollern £150.00 £200.00
A Continental 800 grade oval tray with palmatemoulded rim and cast twin handles, 21 oz, 40 x 24
cm overall
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handled tea knives £40.00 - £60.00
56

57

58

59

A silver bowl modelled as the Winchester Bushel,
Frederick Ross, London 1922, 1.9 oz, 6.5 cm
diameter £80.00 - £120.00

engraved grille, John Bettridge, Birmingham 1832
£80.00 - £120.00
72

An engine-turned silver cigarette case with overlaid
gold striped decoration, Mappin & Webb, London
1916, to/w a match-book holder with engine-turned
decoration, London 1928 (2) £100.00 - £150.00

A George III silver plain oval vinaigrette, John
Turner, Birmingham 1800, to/w a plain rectangular
vinaigrette with foliate-pierced and nail-engraved
grille, Joseph Williams, Birmingham 1805 (hinge
on cover f/r) (2) £100.00 - £150.00

73

An Edwardian silver sauce boat with cut rim, scroll
handle and hoof feet, Haseler Bros., London 1901,
4.6 oz £40.00 - £60.00

A George III silver vinaigrette with reeded case, the
gilt interior with filigree grille, Samuel Pemberton,
Birmingham 1813 £80.00 - £120.00

74

A silver baluster pint mug in the Georgian manner,
with scroll handle and moulded foot-rim, William
Neale & Son, Birmingham 1937, 8.9 oz £100.00 £150.00

A George III silver vinaigrette with floral engraving,
the gilt interior with floral pierced and engraved
grille, Samuel Pemberton, Birmingham 1808, with
original sponge insert £80.00 - £120.00

75

A George III plain silver octagonal fob vinaigrette,
Cocks & Bettridge, Birmingham 1802, to/w a
small oblong vinaigrette, Thomas Willmans also
Birmingham 1802 (grille detached at hinge) (2)
£100.00 - £150.00

76

A Victorian silver fob vinaigrette with engraved
case, the gilt interior with floral-engraved grille,
Frederick Marson, Birmingham 1856, to/w a
George III seaweed-engraved vinaigrette, (possibly)
William Ellerby, London 1804 (2) £120.00 - £150.00

60

Peter & Ann Bateman, a George III silver half-pint
baluster mug with scroll handle and moulded footrim, London 1795, 6.4 oz £150.00 - £200.00

61

A George III Adam-style silver bonbon basket of
navette form, with reeded swing handle and rims,
floral engraved garlands, pierced border and raised
foot, William Adby I, London 1789, 18 x 12 cm
£200.00 - £300.00

62

A small George III silver barrel-shaped mug with
banded reeding, Thomas Wallis II and Jonathan
Hayne, London 1811 £50.00 - £80.00

77

63

A small early Victorian silver baluster mug with
scroll handle, embossed and chased scrolling
foliage and leaf-moulded foot-rim, Joseph & John
Angel, London 1838 £50.00 - £80.00

A small George III engraved oblong vinaigrette with
gilt interior, John Shaw, Birmingham 1817, to/w a
rectangular example, Edward Smith, Birmingham
1831 (lacks grille) (2) £80.00 - £120.00

78

A small George IV engraved vinaigrette, John
Bettridge, Birmingham 1827, to/w a similar
Victorian example, Edward Smith, Birmingham
1844 (2) £100.00 - £150.00

79

A heavy quality silver teapot of elongated
octagonal form, William Suckling Ltd., 17.9 oz
gross £180.00 - £220.00

80

A cased silver four-piece brush set with engineturned and engraved decoration, comprising two
brushes, hand-mirror and comb, W. G. Sothers
Ltd., Birmingham 1957/58 (little used) £50.00 £80.00

81

A small leather suitcase with silver-mounted
fittings - various dates £40.00 - £60.00

82

Two George II silver open salts on hoof feet,
differing makers, London 1755, to/w a pair of
Victorian salt spoons with mother-of-pearl handles,
a Victorian cut glass bowl with silver collar, Ann
Reid, London 1846, a Mappin & Webb Christening
mug, Birmingham 1946 and a boxed mother-ofpearl salt and pepper pair, London 2002 £100.00 £150.00

83

A Victorian glass wine bottle with wheel-etched
vine decoration and vine-embossed silver collar
and stopper, Richards & Brown, London 1866
£50.00 - £80.00

84

A cast silver figure of an Edwardian golfer, 17 cm
high, mounted on a cork bottle-stopper, James
Deakin & Sons, Sheffield (no date-letter) £150.00 £200.00

64

65

66

A 19th century Dutch 833 standard patch-box with
punch-decorated hinged cover and loaded
decoration, 4 cm wide £50.00 - £70.00
A 19th century unmarked ovoid vinaigrette with
engraved decoration, the screw-top enclosing inner
pierced dome, the base unscrewing as a pill-box
£70.00 - £100.00
A 19th century unmarked ovoid vinaigrette with
chased chevron decoration, the screw-top
enclosing inner pierced dome, the base
unscrewing as a pill-box £70.00 - £100.00

67

A George IV silver fob snuff-box with foliateengraved case and end suspension-ring, John
Bettridge, Birmingham 1821 £130.00 - £150.00

68

A George III silver vinaigrette with reeded case, the
gilt interior with floral and foliate-pierced grille,
William Parker, London 1801 £130.00 - £150.00

69

A George III silver vinaigrette with foliate and
crescent engraving, the gilt interior with chased
filigree-style grille, John Shaw, Birmingham 1809
£130.00 - £150.00

70

71

A George III silver fob vinaigrette, the reeded case
with shell-chased thumb-piece, gilt interior with
floral-engraved and pierced grille, end suspension
ring, John Shaw, Birmingham 1819 £130.00 £150.00
A William IV engraved silver vinaigrette with foliate
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85

An Edwardian pierced silver stemmed sweetmeat
bowl, Walker & Hall 1907, to/w a small pierced
bowl, Chester 1908 (2) £40.00 - £60.00

86

A late Victorian silver Art Nouveau menu-holder,
cast with a heart flanked by foliage and scrolls,
Grey & Co., Birmingham 1898, 9.5 cm wide
£80.00 - £120.00

87

An unusual Edwardian cased set of four menuholders, modelled with artists' palettes, each set
with a cabochon garnet, seed pearl, turquoise
bead and miniature print of a classical beauty,
Martin, Hall & Co., Birmingham 1904 £700.00 £900.00

88

A Norwegian 925 silver-gilt and enamel salt spoon
by Ottar Hval, an 830 grade preserve spoon with
scrolling open-work handle, a pair of sugar tongs,
a two-pronged bread-fork with loaded handle
stamped 'Sterling' (possibly Cork), a silver-topped
glass tooth-brush box, London 1857, a cased set
of six pastry forks, Sheffield 1921, a pair of
Victorian engraved napkin rings, London 1895,
another napkin ring and a silver vesta case inset
with gold horses' heads £100.00 - £150.00

89

A cased set of silver 'Tichborne Spoons' - nine
teaspoons with figural finials, London 1979, Ltd.
Ed. 867/5,000 £100.00 - £150.00

90

An Aurum cased pair of St. Paul's Cathedral
Tercentenary commemorative bowls, the gilt
handles cast as phoenixes above the motto
'Resurgam', maker JB, London 1975, 15.5 oz total
weight, with certificates signed by the Dean of St.
Paul's Martin Sullivan, Ltd. Ed. nos. 542 and 543
£200.00 - £250.00

turned ivory finial and insulators, George Unite,
Birmingham 1870, 10 oz gross £100.00 - £150.00
98

An Edwardian cased pair of silver pepperettes of
octagonal baluster form, Birmingham 1902, a pair
of half-reeded open salts, Birmingham 1907, a twohandled trophy cup, Sheffield 1925, a quantity of
Victorian and later silver coinage £100.00 - £150.00

99

A Victorian electroplated novelty scent flask in the
form of a miniature watering can with engraved
decoration, stamped beneath 'Septimus Piesse
Registered no. 105251' and with Diamond Register
Mark for 30th June 1856, 8 cm high (NB - G. W.
Septimus Piesse (1820-82) was a perfumer and
author of the seminal work The Art of Perfumery
(1857) £40.00 - £60.00

100

A substantial 19th century French oak canteen of
.950 grade fiddle, thread and shell flatware for
eighteen settings, the service by Pierre Quielle
(fl.1834-46) and Phillipe Berthier (f 1841-51);
comprising: eighteen each table knives and forks,
dessert spoons and forks, tea knives, soup
spoons, fruit knives with silver blades, carving set,
salad servers with ivory ends, fish slice, two sifter
spoons and small serving spoon and fork, with
loaded silver handles, 159 oz weighable £2,000.00
- £2,500.00

101

A pair of Victorian small silver open salts with
chased rose decoration and hoof feet, Martin, Hall
& Co., Sheffield 1871, to/w an engraved elliptical
napkin ring on scroll feet, Birmingham 1904, a pair
of waisted napkin rings, London 1909, a vase flute
and a short candlestick (box) £60.00 - £90.00

102

A late Victorian silver ring-box with foliate-chased
decoration and hinged cover John Edward Wilmot,
Birmingham 1899, 10.5 cm wide, to/w an
Edwardian ring tree with pierced rim, Birmingham
1904 (2) £100.00 - £150.00

91

A George III silver loving cup with twin scroll
handles, on stemmed circular foot, with later floral
and scroll embossed decoration, maker WFIK,
London 1767, 13.2 oz, 14.5 cm £150.00 - £200.00

92

An engine-turned silver cigarette box Walker &
Hall, Birmingham 1933, to/w a globular glass
match-striker with silver collar, London 1910 (2)
£80.00 - £120.00

103

A silver Adam-style tea caddy of elliptical form,
the hinged cover with flame finial, Williams
(Birmingham) Ltd., Birmingham 1910, 4 oz, 9 cm
high £80.00 - £120.00

93

A pair of cast silver grape scissors with pierced
handles, London 1988, to/w a George IV 'Port'
decanter label, William Eaton, London 1822 and
an electroplated pair of grape scissors £40.00 £60.00

104

An Edwardian silver letter salver with shell and
scroll border and three scroll feet, Thomas
Bradbury & Sons, London 1902, 11.5 oz, 22 cm
diameter £100.00 - £150.00

105

A small Edwardian oval silver Adam-style cream
jug, Nathan & Hayes, Chester 1908, to/w a cut
glass conical scent bottle with silver collar (2)
£40.00 - £60.00
A US Sterling scallop pin-dish on ball feet,
Gorham Co., to/w two taste-vins with shell and
scroll handles, stamped .925 (3), 4.5 oz total
£60.00 - £90.00

94

95

96

97

A pair of Asprey silver baluster pepperettes,
Jubilee marked London 1934, to/w a pair of Adamstyle urn-shaped pepperettes, Deakin & Francis,
London 1927 (4), 9.4 oz total £100.00 - £150.00

106

A silver comport, Edward Barnard & Sons Ltd.,
to/w an egg-cup and spoon, a preserve spoon,
fiddle pattern salt spoon and sugar tongs, 11.8 oz
£120.00 - £150.00

107

Two silver cigarette cases, 5.4 oz, to/w a selection
of silver-mounted items, including hand-mirror,
brushes and toilet jars (box) £70.00 - £100.00

A cased set of silver-handled tea-knives, Sheffield
1910, to/w a set of electroplated tea-knives and a
set of teaspoons and tongs £20.00 - £40.00

108

Two silver napkin rings, a hand-mirror, King's
Pattern cheese knife and a mustard, to/w an
Indian low-grade match-box holder and two

A Victorian silver three-piece bachelor tea service
of baluster form with rose-garland embossing,
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ashtrays, an electroplated ashtray with 2nd
Somersetshire Regimental badge, an ink standish
and various King's Pattern and other flatware
£50.00 - £80.00
109

A cased cream and sugar pair of ovoid form on
moulded foot rims, Davidson, Henderson & Sorley,
Birmingham 1935 £80.00 - £120.00

110

A cased silver six-piece condiment set, with four
spoons, Mappin & Webb, Birmingham 1931/32
£60.00 - £90.00

111

A Victorian silver baluster teapot with embossed
and chased decoration, on stemmed circular foot,
Martin, Hall & Co., Sheffield 1866, 22.3 oz gross,
21 cm high £300.00 - £400.00

112

113

A Victorian set of six coffee spoons with shell
bowls and apostle finials, to/w the matching sugar
tongs and sifter ladle, William J. Holmes,
Birmingham 1895, to/w various other teaspoons
and a fork, 9.5 oz total £100.00 - £150.00
An early George III silver card salver with cast
shell and scroll pie-crust border, on three hoof
feet, Ebenezer Coker, 1762, 9.1 oz, 19 cm
diameter £100.00 - £150.00

114

An Art Deco style engine-turned three-piece brush
set, Birch & Gaydon, London 1946 (little used)
£100.00 - £150.00

115

A French carving knife and fork with ham-bone
holder, with .950 grade loaded handles £30.00 £50.00

123

A heavy quality silver three-piece tea service in the
Art Deco manner, James Dixon & Son, Sheffield
1945, 39.7 oz gross £400.00 - £500.00

124

A late Victorian ink standish with two silver-topped
cut glass bottles and beaded rim and claw feet,
James Deakin & Sons, Sheffield 1899, 24 cm wide
£100.00 - £150.00

125

A pair of late Victorian sugar casters in the
Jacobean manner, with engraved and pierced tops
and embossed bodies, Nathan & Hayes, Chester
1895, 10.8 oz, 13.5 cm high £100.00 - £150.00

126

A heavy quality set of six silver soup spoons,
Viners, Sheffield 1952, 17.7 oz £180.00 - £220.00

127

A letter salver with pie-crust rim and scroll feet,
Jenkins & Timm, Sheffield 1923, to/w another
salver with beaded rim, Birmingham 1972 (2), 17.5
oz £180.00 - £220.00

128

A hammered silver vesta case, Birmingham 1905,
to/w three napkin rings, three decanter labels, a
penknife and various small spoons £100.00 £150.00

129

An engraved silver 'basket-work' wine cup with
scroll handle and raised foot rim, Deakin &
Francis, Birmingham 1921, 4.6 oz, to/w a late
Victorian sugar basket with swing handle and blue
glass liner, Haseler Brothers, Birmingham 1897 (2)
£80.00 - £120.00

130

A cased set of six Scandinavian blue enamelled
925 standard coffee spoons, to/w a pair of Dutch
833 standard serving spoons, an unmarked
dessert spoon, unmarked pickle fork with agate
handle and a low grade Indian small bowl £50.00 £80.00

131

A shallow silver bowl with bead and dart rim,
Sheffield 1921, to/w a half-reeded sugar basin,
London 1922, a cream jug 1903 (3), 13.7 oz
£150.00 - £200.00

116

An Edwardian 'pebble' snuff box with hinged cover,
Hilliard & Thomason, Birmingham 1902 (spring
missing from lid) £30.00 - £40.00

117

A Peruvian Sterling cocktail shaker by Camusso,
Lima, 8 oz, 18 cm high £100.00 - £150.00

118

A pair of George III silver sugar nips, Joseph Ash I,
London circa 1804-17 (no date letter), to/w an
OEP table spoon, Thomas Tookey, London 1763,
132
a dessert spoon, Thomas Northcote & George
Bourne, London 1794 and a punch ladle with
twisted whalebone handle, John Langlands I &
John Robertson I (no other marks) (4) £40.00 133
£60.00

119

An Edwardian leather-cased desk clock with
embossed silver face, Birmingham 1904, 10 x 8
cm £80.00 - £120.00

120

Peter & Ann Bateman: a George III silver porringer
in the Queen Anne manner with twin reeded strap
handle, punched, fluted and engraved decoration,
London 1796, 3.1 oz, 8 cm high £100.00 - £150.00

121

An early George III silver visiting card salver with
original pierced and applied rim and pierced feet,
Thomas Hannam & Richard Mills, London 1764,
12 oz, 19 cm £150.00 - £200.00

122

An Edwardian silver mounted spherical glass
match-pot, London 1902, 7 cm diameter, to/w
various spoons including an enamelled souvenir
spoon from RMS Mauretania, two pairs of sugar
tongs and three napkin rings £80.00 - £120.00
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A George II silver baluster cream jug with cut and
scroll handle, on pad feet, Thomas Rush, London
1749 £60.00 - £90.00
An Edwardian heavy quality cut glass oval bowl
with silver rim, John Grinsell & Sons, London
1903, to/w a pair of OEP salad servers, Sheffield
1920 £100.00 - £150.00

134

A pair of loaded silver baluster candlesticks,
Birmingham 1972, 22 cm, to/w a cased set of six
Art Deco tea knives with loaded silver handles, H.
Hunt, Sheffield 1925 and a Royal Mint 1953
Coronation Commemorative cupro-nickel coin set
(3 - box) £50.00 - £80.00

135

An Art Deco silver pint mug with banded rim and
flared foot rim, S W Smith & Co., Birmingham
1928, 12 oz £120.00 - £150.00

136

A heavy quality half-pint baluster mug with scroll
handle and raised foot-rim, maker CE, London
1941, 8.5 oz £80.00 - £120.00

137

A silver six-piece condiment set with blue glass
liners, Elkington & Co., Birmingham 1919, to/w a

small four-division wire toast rack, Birmingham
1960 £70.00 - £90.00
138

139

140

ring (2) £30.00 - £40.00

A late Victorian embossed silver ring-box, Minshull
& Latimer, Birmingham 1899, to/w a small Armada
dish, square pierced dish, ashtray, four napkin
rings and a candle snuffer £80.00 - £120.00

153

An early Victorian 18ct gold open-faced pocket
watch with lever movement no 13415, gilt dial, the
engraved case London 1841 £400.00 - £500.00

154

A gentleman's 9ct gold Roamer wristwatch with 17jewel Incabloc movement and silvered dial with gilt
hands and batons £100.00 - £150.00

A Liberty & Co cased set of six coffee spoons with
hardstone bean finials, Birmingham 1928 £100.00 - 155
£150.00
A pair of stemmed bonbon dishes with diamondfacetted bowls, Mappin & Webb, Birmingham
1928, 9 cm diameter, to/w an Edwardian comport
156
with weighted stem and flared foot, James Dixon &
Sons, Sheffield 1909 (3) £70.00 - £100.00

141

A Continental loaded 800 grade four-branch
candelabrum with five sconces, on baluster pillar
and circular base, 33 cm
Prov: HSH The Prince of Hohenzollern £200.00 £300.00

142

A Continental 800 grade oval dish with shaped rim
and lobed sides, on four scroll feet, 11.2 oz, 23 x
18 cm
Prov: HSH The Prince of Hohenzollern £100.00 £150.00

A lady's 18k fob watch with American Waltham
Watch Co Sapphire movement, to/w two ladies'
9ct wristwatches with gilt straps and two gilt
wristwatches (5) £100.00 - £150.00
A George III silver pair-case pocket watch with
verge movement no 17165 by R. C. Thornton of
London, the case London 1809, to/w a later
Victorian open faced pocket watch with keywind
Express English lever movement no 508790 from
J. G. Graves, Sheffield, the case Chester 1900 (2)
£200.00 - £300.00

157

A Garrard & Co gentleman's 9ct gold wristwatch
on crocodile and calf leather strap, Birmingham
1962, with original box £100.00 - £150.00

158

A gentleman's gilt metal Roamer wristwatch
(boxed) £40.00 - £60.00

159

A travelling watch-stand with silver-gilt face,
Birmingham 1912, containing an electroplated
open-faced pocket watch by J. W. Benson,
London £100.00 - £150.00

160

A Victorian silver hunter pocket watch with keywind lever and fusee movement no 41619 by Lewis
& Son, Brighton, to/w two 9ct Art Deco ladies'
wristwatches and two base metal pocket watches,
a small two-drawer watch stand, etc. (box) £80.00 £120.00

143

A Continental 800 grade oblong entree dish with
reeded rim, 14.1 oz, 28 x 21 cm
Prov: HSH Prince Hohenzollern £140.00 - £180.00

144

A set of twelve each silver dessert knives and
forks with mother-of-pearl handles, George Angel,
London 1862, in associated oak fitted case
£150.00 - £200.00

145

An Alfred Dunhill & Sons silver cigarette case with
hatched decoration and enamelled banding,
London import 1937, 8.3 oz £100.00 - £150.00

161

146

A silver cigarette box with engine-turned
decoration, Birmingham 1933, to/w two cigarette
cases (3) £70.00 - £100.00

A Georgian 18ct gold pocket watch with verge
movement by Simpson of London, engraved gilt
dial with front-wind 4 cm dial £250.00 - £300.00

162

147

A cased silver replica 'Manners' Fork, Sheffield
1935, to/w a quantity of silver flatware, 8.7 oz total
£80.00 - £120.00

A George III silver pair-case pocket watch with
verge and fusee movement by Jonathan Collington,
London 1787, 3.5 cm enamel dial, the case
London 1786, maker WD £100.00 - £150.00

148

A Victorian silver open-faced pocket watch with
top-wind movement no. 274 by Henry Nicholls,
London 1887 £40.00 - £60.00

163

149

A silver open-faced pocket watch by J. W.
164
Benson, London 1951, to/w a Swiss .800 grade
gilt and enamelled fob-watch on fleur-de-lys hanger
(2) £50.00 - £70.00
165
A gentleman's gilt metal Breitling Top Time
wristwatch with silvered dial (f/r), to/w a lady's
electroplated Art Deco Tudor wristwatch (2) £40.00
- £60.00
166

A lady's Swiss .935 standard half-hunter fob watch
(lacks winder), to/w a large electroplated pocket
watch, Wilberco gold-plated pocket watch and five
various wristwatches (8) £40.00 - £60.00

150

151

A Victorian silver hunter pocket watch with keywind lever movement, the inner dust-cover
engraved for William Carter, Salisbury, the case,
London 1885 £40.00 - £60.00

152

An Ingersoll Regent stainless steel pocket watch
on silver Albert watch-chain, to/w a silver napkin
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6

A lady's 9ct gold Rodania wristwatch with Swiss
movement and flexible mesh bracelet, Birmingham
1965, 17.6 g gross weight £140.00 - £180.00
A lady's 9ct gold Rotary wristwatch with quartz
movement, on fancy-link bracelet, Birmingham
1982, 11.9 g gross weight £80.00 - £120.00
A gentleman's 9ct gold wristwatch by Garrard of
Regent St., with 18-jewel movement in Dennison
Aquatite case, Birmingham 1964, on 9ct gold
gatelink bracelet strap (59g gross weight) £300.00 £350.00
A gentleman's Zenith 9ct gold open-faced pocket
watch with top-wind movement no. 3349629, the

case London 1942 £180.00 - £220.00

4) £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

168

A 9ct gold Waltham wristwatch with 7-jewel
177
movement, the case London 1930 £80.00 - £120.00

169

A gentleman's 9ct gold Zenith wristwatch with 17jewel movement, London 1958, to/w an Accurist
Automatic Shockmaster gilt wristwatch with 21jewel movement (2) £130.00 - £150.00

A Navajo silver bracelet inlaid with malachite; the
interior with maker's or other mark and stamped
marks Handmade and Sterling; together with
another, possibly Mexican, bracelet (2)

170

171

A Mexican white metal brooch, designed as a
butterfly; with a turquoise-set roundel on each
wing; the reverse stamped Silver/Mexico, 8cm
wide; together with another Mexcan brooch, two
stamps on the reverse Plateria/Salis/Lev.925 and
Cuernavaca.Mor/Hecho en Mexic.., nearly 5.5cm
diameter (2) £50.00 - £100.00

178

A Navajo silver bracelet of 'Seven stones all around
form'; about 5.5cm diameter, interior with maker's
or other mark

A pair of Navajo white metal earrings designed as
Squash Blossom; together with a turquoise-set
Navajo button and three other sets of earrings, all
Pueblo or Mexican (5)

For other bracelets designed with this type of
design with well matched stones, see page 95 of
Margery Bedinger's Indian Silver and Pueblo
Jewelers. £80.00 - £150.00

179
According to John Adair, writing in 1944, in The
Navajo and Pueblo Silversmiths, Navajo men wore
squash blossom decorated earrings from at least
the turn of the 20th Century. £60.00 - £100.00

A Navajo necktie designed as a silver concha with
inlaid turquoise and gilt design; the reverse
fastening clip marked 'Bennett/Pat.Pend', the
concha 6.5cm long; together with a small NorthWest Coast box and cover, a ceramic tile by
Tecolote of Albuquerque, a silk-screened print by
Harrison Begay, and a souvenir 1937 tour
programme of Grey Owl (5) £80.00 - £150.00

172

Two silver and turquoise set, Navajo rings (2)
£70.00 - £100.00

173

A Navajo hair ornament of rectangular form with
central turquoise and stamped design, 10 cm long
£70.00 - £100.00

174

A fine Navajo or Zuni turquoise set, silver Squash
Blossom necklace with typical pendant najahe
pendant; 60cm long £250.00 - £350.00

175

Three Books on the Art and Culture of The Native
Americans of the South-West, comprising: The
Navajo and Pueblo Silversmiths by John Adair;
Indian Silver/Navajo and Pueblo Jewelers by
Margery Bedinger and Navahos and Apaches: the
Athabascan peoples by Bertha Dutton; together
with Sotheby's Volume III Catalogue of the Elton
John Collection (Art Nouveau and Art Deco),
London 7th September, 1988 (4) £50.00 - £100.00

176

John Adair in The Navajo and Pueblo Silversmiths,
page 15 (1975 edition), implies that the Navajo
silversmiths appear to have worked with malachite
soon after the process of setting turquoise had
been established. £100.00 - £150.00

180

A Navajo, or other Southwestern, white metal belt
with rectangular stamped buckle; designed with
alternate oval and circular links, the latter
decorated with a crossed feather design; 81cm
long £100.00 - £200.00

181

A Navajo silver bracelet with single oval turquoise
and stamped design, about 6cm diameter £80.00 £150.00

182

A large Navajo silver button with stamped design;
the reverse with KB hallmark, 5.5cm diameter;
possibly attributable to Kenneth Begay
See Margery Bedinger's Indian Silver, Navajo and
Pueblo Jewelers, page 188 where the author
mentions Kenneth Begay as a teacher at the
Navajo Community College, entering his work into
Exhibitions in Arizona and New Mexico, circa
1968. £50.00 - £100.00

A fine Navajo silver and turquoise necklace by
Doris Small Canyon, designed with four Kachina
either side of a central, larger Kachina, overall
length about 55cm
183

Provenance: Purchased on 10th May, 1985 from
the Navajo Arts and Crafts Enterprise, Window
Rock, Arizona during their visit to Hatfield House,
Hertfordshire (See article in The Daily Telegraph,
page 17, on 7th May, 1985).
For other iconography relating to the Kachina,
compare the watercolour of the Hopi Ceremonial
Dance by Fred Kabote (1910-1986), illustrated in
Native North American Art (page 51) by Janet
C.Berlo and Ruth B. Phillips. Compare also the
Kachina Dolls from the Robert Lowie Museum of
Anthropology, University of California, Berkeley,
illustrated pages 186-187, in the Pictorial History
of The North American Indian (ISBN 0-8109-4446BidMaster Office

7

A Navajo silver bracelet, stamped
R.H.Begay/Sterling; designed with a pair of
Kachina or other sacred figures; diameter about
5.5cm diameter
Provenance: Purchased on 10th May,1985 from
the Navajo Arts and Crafts Enterprise of Window
Rock, Arizona during their visit to Hatfield House
in Hertfordshire (See report of this visit in The Daily
Telegraph on May 7th, 1985, page 17). £100.00 £150.00

184

A Navajo silver and turquoise bracelet with floral
design, about 5.5cm diameter £80.00 - £150.00

185

A Navajo silver bracelet of triangular cross-section,
decorated with stamped designs, 6.5cm diameter

£450.00
Provenance: Purchased from The Elton John
200
Jewellery Collection at Sotheby's New Bond Street
on Tuesday 6th September, 1988 (Part of Lot 397).

A yellow metal secret link belcher style guard
chain stamped 9 c, approx 34g all in, 160 cm long
£300.00 - £400.00

201
For other Navajo designs of this so called
carinated form, see page 90 of Margery Bedinger's
Indian Silver/Navajo and Pueblo Jewelers. £250.00 - 202
£350.00

A 9ct yellow gold flat curb necklace chain, approx
47 cm, approx 27g £300.00 - £400.00

A Zuni turquoise cluster bracelet, designed with
three rows of 14 small turquoise per row, about
5.5cm diameter

203

A lot containing various items including garnet and
pearl cluster ring, five stone diamond ring, garnet
crossover ring, single stone citrine ring, square
headed signet ring and 15 carat signet ring,
approx 17 g all in £150.00 - £200.00

204

A 9ct yellow gold D-shaped napkin ring with cast
scrolled edges approx 30g £300.00 - £400.00

205

A pair of Native American textile and beadwork
panels, probably facings for a Glengarry; both
decorated with bold designs in the Niagara floral
style; each one about 30cm long, probably
Iroquois or North Eastern Woodlands (2) £80.00 £120.00

A Victorian brooch having half pearl set horse
shoe in centre with curb chain either side, yellow
metal, approx 6g; to/w smokey quartz ring yellow
metal set; collection of costume jewellery
including earrings, pendant, rings, paste-set
brooches etc £50.00 - £80.00

206

A pair of Satsuma buttons to/w a shell cameo
brooch featuring female and an EPNS scrollwork
buckle (3) £40.00 - £60.00

A pair of oval ruby and diamond cluster earrings,
white metal claw setting for pierced ears £100.00 £150.00

207

An early 20th century cabochon sapphire and
diamond ring, the central sapphire surrounded by
small old cut diamond shoulders set with tapering
baguette sapphire and small diamonds, white
metal setting, size D at present £400.00 - £600.00

A two-stone brilliant cut diamond crossover ring,
white metal set on yellow metal shank, size P,
approx 0.50 carats £350.00 - £450.00

208

A 19th century bloomed and polished gold hinged
bangle having stylised buckle in centre set with
small pearls in fitted case, Cesar Zivy, ParisAlexandria, approx 15g £300.00 - £400.00

192

An Art Deco white paste-set double clip brooch,
stamped Carlo Duette, made in USA, complete
with fittings £40.00 - £60.00

209

193

A Victorian graduated hinged bangle set with halfpearls having engraved sides, and fitted with safety
chain, yellow gold set £250.00 - £350.00

A contemporary torque stamped J Hull, Denmark
B+D
Prov: By repute from 'A Clockwork Orange' - given
to the vendor when she was a film extra £50.00 £80.00

210

194

An Edwardian diamond set union pin in the form of
an arrow £80.00 - £120.00

195

A three-row cultured pearl uniform bracelet having
18ct yellow gold flower style clasp set cabochon
turquoise bearing English and French 18ct
hallmarks £250.00 - £300.00

A five stone ring set with garnets and white paste,
9ct yellow gold to/w garnet and eight-cut diamond
flower style cluster ring, yellow and white metal
stamped 18ct (2) £80.00 - £120.00

211

A white paste set brooch featuring basket of
flowers to/w clan brooch featuring stag and green
enamel and Art Deco lifelong propelling pencil
stamped sterling silver (3) £50.00 - £80.00

A two-row graduated cultured pearl necklace
having Art Deco lozenge-shaped clasp, set with
three diamonds in yellow and white gold setting
£500.00 - £600.00

212

A single row of graduated cultured pearls knotted
throughout onto a French white metal snap, set
with three old cut diamonds £150.00 - £200.00

213

Four various cluster rings, two diamond set, two
paste-set, three 9ct, one yellow and white metal
£100.00 - £150.00

214

A Far Eastern traditional style oval amber pendant
having scrollwork mount set with cabochon
turquoise, approx 6 x 4 cm (amber) to/w a cheroot
holder in fitted case (2) £100.00 - £150.00

215

Various earrings including a pair of Chinese
symbol stud earrings to/w simulated pearl and
lapis bead necklace with matching drop earrings,

186

£100.00 - £200.00
187

188

190

191

196

197

A Native American, bead decorated red textile
purse, decorated on both front and back with bold
floral designs, 16cm long, possibly North Eastern
Woodlands or Iroquois £80.00 - £120.00

A pair of blister cultured pearl cluster earrings
surrounded by old cut diamonds, yellow gold and
silver setting, with hook fittings for pierced ears
to/w a single diamond set cluster earring £180.00 £220.00

198

Three Celtic brooches each set with orange paste
to/w two Celtic knotwork brooches, one
hallmarked silver (5) £100.00 - £150.00

199

A 9ct rose gold graduated single Albert chain with
swivel and bar, approx 37g, 40 cm long £350.00 -
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A pair of oval engraved chain link cufflinks, 15 ct,
approx 8g £100.00 - £150.00

to/w champagne bucket charm £50.00 - £80.00

Lord's Prayer, hanger in form of a cross set with a
small diamond, on yellow metal chain stamped
375, approx 7.5 g all in £150.00 - £200.00

215A A rectangular yellow stone, in contemporary
yellow metal mount stamped 14ct £100.00 £150.00
216

A lot containing a pair of large oval amethyst stud
earrings, and a smaller pair to/w oval amethyst
and diamond pendant, pair of blue stone stud
earrings, pair of three-colour scrollwork earrings,
pair of oval diamond set earrings, garnet pendant
with drop, sapphire and rose diamond pendant,
ring set with five cultured pearls (one damaged)
to/w five odd earrings and fittings and two charms
£300.00 - £400.00

230

A 9ct yellow gold bracelet with bolt ring having
thirteen charms attached, including one of base
metal, approx 37 g all in £350.00 - £450.00

231

A 9ct yellow gold curb bracelet and padlock having
ten various charms attached and one as yet
unattached, approx 22g all in £150.00 - £200.00

232

A cameo style brooch of ringleted female on agate
background, enclosing hairwork to back, engraved
on back '1850 etc', enclosing lock of hair £80.00 £120.00

233

A graduated oval amethyst riviere necklace in gilt
metal claw setting to/w niello plaque bracelet, fan
brooch and pendant, Eastern napkin ring and two
paste cameo pendants £100.00 - £150.00

217

A five stone old cut diamond ring in white metal
collet setting, approx 0.85 carats total £800.00 £900.00

218

A pair of 15 ct oval chain link cufflinks approx 14g
£300.00 - £400.00

234

219

A pair of torpedo shaped chain linked cufflinks,
yellow metal stamped 18ct, approx 9g £180.00 £220.00

An oval shell cameo in high relief featuring
classical scene in yellow gold mount stamped 15
with ropework edge £200.00 - £300.00

235

220

A pair of oval engraved chain linked cufflinks, 9ct
yellow gold, Chester, approx 7g £80.00 - £120.00

A pair of circular amethyst earrings with hook
fittings for pierced ears, yellow metal setting,
stamped 9ct £100.00 - £150.00

221

Five various shirt studs all stamped 9ct, yellow
gold £60.00 - £80.00

236

222

Of Scottish interest - Waistcoat buckle in form of
crescent and earl coronet bearing motto 'Grip
Fast', the crescent set with alternate pearls and
citrines, engraved on back '22nd January 1886
From', and having two monograms
Prov: Leslie Clan, members included Countess of
Rothes, Titanic survivor
£180.00 - £220.00

An antique oval agate pendant of classical female
with rose diamonds around, silver and gold setting
£250.00 - £300.00

237

A Victorian stick pin of circular almandine garnet
with diamond set bee in centre, yellow gold and
silver set £100.00 - £150.00

238

A bloodstone and cornelian swivel seal, 9ct gold
set to/w yellow metal seal, silver gilt locket on
chain, two small pocket watches, bar brooch,
buttons etc £80.00 - £120.00

239

A collection of costume jewellery and coins
including paste and imitation pearl cluster
necklace, Art Deco style paste necklace, paste
choker, niello cufflinks, quantity of George V and
VI 3d pieces £30.00 - £40.00

240

A rose-coloured metal bracelet having padlock
attached stamped 9ct approx 10g to/w 18ct
engraved signet ring, approx 7g (2) £200.00 £250.00

241

A collection of modern shell cameos of females
including four ovals, one heart, one diamond and
one rectangular £40.00 - £60.00

242

A 1970s freeform open style cluster cocktail ring
set with eight-cut diamonds, in yellow and white
metal £800.00 - £1,200.00

243

A facetted and shaded topaz cocktail ring with
bead edges and wirework shank, yellow metal
basket style setting £100.00 - £150.00

223

A jade bar brooch, grey, blue and green jade,
yellow gold and silver set £80.00 - £120.00

224

An agate cameo of a young female applied to
agate background, yellow metal set with textured
surround £100.00 - £150.00

225

An oval portrait miniature of a gentleman, in yellow
gold mount with half pearls around, stamped 15
£100.00 - £150.00

226

A single stone Art Deco ring set with rectangular
step cut aquamarine having three diamonds on
each shoulder, in ornate basket style pierced
setting stamped PLAT, the aquamarine approx 1.8
x 1.5 cm £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

227

A Georgian heart-shaped pendant featuring Cupid
amongst flowers on a blue enamelled background,
having white metal diamond set bow at top,
concealing hanger, and with motto 'Prenez Garde'
£500.00 - £700.00

228

A cabochon green stone, probably jade, and
diamond cluster cocktail ring, white metal set,
stamped 18k £400.00 - £600.00

244

A sapphire set domed flower cluster ring, yellow
and white metal claw and collect setting £100.00 £150.00

229

A 2007 digitally mastered half sovereign in 9ct
yellow and white gold mount set with four small
diamonds, engraved on the edge with first line of

245

An oval dark sapphire and diamond cluster ring,
white metal set stamped 18ct, size K £150.00 £200.00

BidMaster Office
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246
247

A double row of possibly natural untested
graduated pearls on metal snap £200.00 - £300.00 263
A double row of possibly natural untested
graduated pearls on metal snap, of cream/yellow
tone £200.00 - £300.00
264

248

A single row of uniform cultured pearls on yellow
metal snap set with two half pearls to/w a single
row of rice type cultured pearls (2) £20.00 - £30.00

249

A peridot and small pearl bar brooch stamped 15ct
to/w two pairs of peridot set drop earrings,
Victorian coral drop earrings, and a pair of garnet
and pearl drop earrings £50.00 - £80.00

250

A collection of jet, black glass and vulcanite
pieces including black glass hinged stylised
Maltese cross hair ornament, a large heavily
carved locket with leaf motif enclosing tinted
photograph of female, a jet padlock, jet crescent
brooch, jet bar brooch and oval vulcanite brooch
£70.00 - £100.00

251

252

An oval black enamelled ring having agate cameo
of flower in centre with half pearl surround, yellow
metal set £100.00 - £150.00
A William IV opal and pearl cluster ring with open
style decorative shoulders, 18ct London 1830, in
velvet case supplied by Wilson & Gill Regent
Street £200.00 - £300.00

253

A silver green enamel and white paste Lily of the
Valley brooch £40.00 - £60.00

254

A Tiffany & Co money clip with engraved front
stamped Sterling Tiffany & Co to/w pouch and box
£20.00 - £40.00

255

256

An antique rose diamond brooch of lozenge shape
with pierced scrollwork, the heart shaped central
rose diamond with three smaller diamonds above
and below, possibly conversion from larger item,
yellow gold and silver set £250.00 - £350.00
A rose gold stylised knot bracelet set with
turquoise, fitted with safety catch, stamped 9ct,
approx 16 g all in £200.00 - £300.00

A jet and shell cameo bracelet comprising six jet
ovals each with different shell cameo inserts,
various subjects to/w silver set multi-coloured
cabochon bracelet, graduated multi-stone bead
necklace including rose quartz, chalcedony,
sodalite etc, Victorian oval brooch with hairwork
and seed pearls around, in egg box, rock crystal
pendant set with turquoise and turquoise set
hanger etc £100.00 - £150.00
A pair of 9ct half engraved chain linked cufflinks
to/w two horseshoe stick pins set with sapphire
and pearls, 15ct tie pin, and knot work stick pin
£80.00 - £120.00

266

A pearl and diamond cocktail crossover type ring
set with a black and white pearl with a diamond
set scroll, white metal set stamped 750 £300.00 £400.00

267

A circular blue guilloche enamel locket style
pendant on chain £80.00 - £120.00

268

A collection of various gold items including gate
style bracelet, 9ct hinge bangle, circular locket
engraved with bird on chain, 24g all in to/w shell
cameo brooch of family travelling with horse
£250.00 - £300.00

269

A yellow metal curb style guard chain with fifteen
pearls evenly spaced between £80.00 - £120.00

270

A collection of various gold set brooches including
opal, quartz, cats eye and pearl, amethyst, pale
aquamarine and pearl, blue enamel etc, all a/f
£100.00 - £150.00

271

A pair of 9ct gold cultured pearl ear studs,
approximately 14 grain each, to/w a graduated
cultured pearl necklace with silver and marcasite
clasp (2) £50.00 - £80.00

272

A pair of white and yellow metal cufflinks to/w five
dress buttons all with mother of pearl centres set
with small sapphires, some stamped 9ct and P,
maker Cropp & Farr, some stamped 9ct £150.00 £200.00

273

A spray brooch formed of ten various antique stick
pins/ring parts, including diamond, seed pearl,
turquoise and garnet £200.00 - £300.00

274

A continental style five row channel set diamond
ring, white metal stamped 14k £150.00 - £200.00

275

A single stone emerald cut diamond ring in 950
platinum four claw setting c/w GIA certificate
stating the diamond I F colour H, weight 1.51
carats £4,000.00 - £5,000.00

A yellow metal three-row gate style bracelet
having concealed snap, stamped 9C, approx 12 g
£100.00 - £150.00

258

An oval shell cameo brooch of female in gilt metal
setting £50.00 - £80.00

259

An oval zircon and diamond cluster ring, yellow
and white gold milgrain setting £80.00 - £120.00

260

A single row of stick coral beads £30.00 - £40.00

261

An 18ct yellow gold linked bracelet set with
various gems including garnets, sapphires etc,
approx 17g all in £350.00 - £450.00

262

An antique cross set with mother-of-pearl cats eye
cabochons to/w a rectangular vinaigrette with floral 276
piercing, Matthew Linwood 1826 having applied
monogram, white paste double clip brooch,
aquamarine set bar brooch, engine turned yellow
277
metal propelling pencil, Altoba lady's cocktail
watch stamped 18k on bracelet and pair of 15ct
10

Two Regency gilt metal and enamelled buckles,
one with black and white enamel, one pink, blue,
white and black (2) £80.00 - £120.00

265

257
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target shaped drop earrings £80.00 - £120.00

An Art Deco bar brooch set with a central diamond
with agate around, and flanked by a seed pearl on
each side £50.00 - £80.00
A ruby and diamond two row claw set eternity ring,
yellow metal set £300.00 - £400.00

278

A cultured pearl necklace with cylindrical and
spherical malachite beads interspersed throughout
£50.00 - £80.00

295

A possibly reconstituted amber pendant and
necklace suite with applied white metal mounts
£80.00 - £120.00

279

9ct gold cruciform medallion presented to a
student of Trinity College of Music by Mayor of
Southampton, 1940, approximately 6.5 grms
£50.00 - £80.00

296

A collection of vintage and later jewellery including
enamel brooches, glass beads, pearls, mother-ofpearl handled sugar spoon, necklaces £100.00 £150.00

280

A box containing large quantity of modern and
vintage costume jewellery mostly bangles to/w a
stone bangle £50.00 - £80.00

297

281

A double row graduated cultured pearl necklace on
amethyst and split pearl three row cluster snap
stamped 9ct £60.00 - £100.00

A gentleman's signet ring engraved AC to/w
quantity of old gold; and four further rings including
a gent's signet ring stamped 18ct, lady's signet
ring stamped 18ct, opal single stone ring and
small ruby single stone, approx 25 g all in £200.00
- £250.00

282

WITHDRAWN A 9ct gold mesh evening bag, with
pierced foliate clasp inset with cabochon sapphire,
the bag terminating with tassel, with mesh handle
attached, approx 60g £600.00 - £700.00

298

A large quantity of costume jewellery including
simulated pearls, earrings, clutch bag etc £80.00 £120.00

299

An antique French gold hollow expanding bangle
formed of five hinged sections, the central section
with gold knot work with two applied diamond set
beads, engraved overall and featuring blue and
white enamel decoration, with engraved closure
allowing for expansion, circa 1860, approx 50.1 g
£4,000.00 - £5,000.00

300

A Victorian Ridgway moulded and plain part
tea/coffee service, fawn panel edged in blue with
gilded decoration, mixed patterns including
5/2272, 5/4491 & 2/9587, comprising:bowl; two
cake plates, two teapot stands (one having
polychrome flowers to the centre), milk jug, six
moulded coffee cups, four moulded teacups, five
further cups, nine saucers £70.00 - £90.00

301

Ridgway part dessert service, c. 1840's, decorated
with a gilded grey band and floral & fruit transfers,
pattern 5272, comprising: sauce tureen, cover
and stand; three shaped footed dishes and two
circular plates £70.00 - £90.00

302

Assorted Ridgway teawares decorated with puce
bands and gilding, c. 1830-1850, comprising;
Pattern 2/3588 - teapot, cover and stand, bowl,
cake plate, creamer and trio; Pattern 2/5066 teapot and cover, sugar box and cover, creamer,
cake plate, four saucers, three teacups and one
coffee cup, bowl; Pattern 5/1545 - sucrier & cover,
bowl, square plate, creamer, two cups and two
saucers and a similar teacup £80.00 - £120.00

283

A square emerald and diamond cluster ring, yellow
metal set; diamond set ring, yellow metal set; bar
brooch set with three seed pearls; half-engraved
hinged bangle and row of multi-coloured bead
necklace £150.00 - £200.00

284

A silver flat mesh necklace in fitted case supplied
by Orlando of Guildford £40.00 - £60.00

285

A mixed collection of jewellery including two silver
anointing spoons, small enamel brooch, cornelian
drop earrings, 3d bracelet, garnet and seed pearl
brooch, simulated pearl necklace, turquoise-set
earrings etc £80.00 - £120.00

286

A part Victorian pendant set with four foil backed
pink topaz and five seed pearls, with later bow
attached £50.00 - £80.00

287

An Art Nouveau pendant necklace with foliate
centrepiece set with peridot and seed pearls on
fine link chain £200.00 - £300.00

288

An Italian flat link necklace, yellow metal,
stamped 375 to/w a similar white metal example
stamped 925, approx 6.8 g (2) £60.00 - £80.00

289

A 9ct half-engraved hinged bangle, with safety
chain attached, approx 22g £200.00 - £250.00

290

A Victorian shell cameo brooch featuring the Three
Graces, in decorative scroll gilt metal mount with
safety chain attached to/w a garnet and seed pearl
brooch, in wooden box £40.00 - £60.00
303
A small collection of Victorian and later jewellery
including brooches, earrings and a small quantity
of yellow metal £50.00 - £80.00

291

292

A jewel box containing a quantity of vintage and
later costume jewellery including stick coral
necklace, horse and rider cufflinks, enamel
badges, pendants, brooches, beads etc £80.00 £120.00

293

Two shell cameo pendants featuring classical
females, 9ct ring with cameo of centurion and
three fine yellow metal chains £50.00 - £80.00

294

A long bead necklace, probably reconstituted
amber £80.00 - £120.00
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Ridgway part tea service, apricot ground with
gilded decoration, pattern 2/5813, c. 1846,
comprising: teapot, cover and stand, sugar box
and cover, creamer, bowl, two square plates, five
teacups, five coffee cups and six saucers £80.00 £120.00

304

Two Ridgway green and white part tea services, c.
1830, comprising: Pattern 2/3723 - teapot, cover
and stand, sugar box and cover (both with acorn
finials), circular cake plate, bowl and two trios;
Pattern 2/4332 - sugar box and cover and a trio
£100.00 - £150.00

305

A collection of Mrs Bowring and Zachariah Boyle
teawares including 'Mrs Bowring Imari decorated

wares, c. 1820, comprising - teapot, cover and
stand, sugar box and cover, creamer, teacup and
saucer to/w three further teapots and covers, bowl,
teacups and saucers £100.00 - £150.00
306

307

A Ridgway early 19th century part tea service, c.
1814, early London shape, pale blue ground with
pink floral decoration and gilding, pattern 2/5,
comprising: Teapot, cover and stand, sugar box
and cover, creamer, bowl, two pairs of circular
saucer dishes, three teacups, three coffee cups
and two saucers £80.00 - £120.00
19th century Ridgway part tea service, Old English
shape, mazarine blue ground with handpainted
polychrome floral reserves, pattern 2/1070,
comprising: teapot, cover and stand, sugar box
and cover, creamer, bowl, two pairs of plates 23
cm & 20 cm diam., two trios and an extra saucer
and a similar dish, pattern 2/370, 20 cm diam.
£150.00 - £250.00

teapot, cover and stand, bowl, milk jug, trio;
Pattern 2/837 - sugar box and cover, milk jug,
bowl, saucer dish, trio; Pattern 1551 - single
handle dish; Pattern 2/1268 - cup and saucer to/w
a single coffee can and cup £150.00 - £200.00
315

Ridgway large coffee pot and cover decorated
decorated with floral sprigs in puce, c. 1820,
pattern 2/1086, similar decorated plate, Ridgway
Toast jug, c. 1835, with printed and painted pink
floral decoration to/w a Staffordshire coffee pot, c.
1840's, two Staffordshire creamers and two
Ridgway creamers (8) £60.00 - £80.00

316

A collection of Ridgway transfer printed wares, c.
1820's, in black, brown, puce and red, comprising:
Two hexagonal teapots and covers, two bowls,
two dishes, four plates, creamer, various cups and
saucers (25) £60.00 - £80.00

317

308

Early 19th century Ridgway and Minton teawares,
powder blue ground with floral and foliate gilding,
various patterns including 2/102, 498, 476, 484 &
28, comprising: teapot,cover and stand, additional
stand, sugar box and cover, three creamers, bowl,
four various saucer dishes, small sugar bowl, three
trios, coffee can and saucer, two teacups and
saucers, six extra cups and one saucer £80.00 £120.00

A fine highly gilded Ridgway dessert service,
possibly made for the Great Exhibition 1851,
mazarine blue ground with peach reserves and
foliage edged in gilt, the centres richly painted with
still lives of fruit, flowers and foliage, pattern
6/2767, comprising: Three tazzas, 19.5 cm, 16
cm & 12 cm high, two circular twin handle footed
dishes, 27 cm diam., two oval twin handle footed
dishes, 31 cm long, sixteen plates to/w one plate
6/3406, two plates 3/791, one plate 7153, one
plate 358 and one Rockingham plate

309

A pair of oval Ridgway twin handle vases and
covers with separate base in the Sevres style, c.
1840's, pale blue ground painted with floral panels,
27 cm high (2) £150.00 - £200.00

NB: Listed in Godden's Ridgway Porcelain (plate
197) and page 194 in Godden's Staffordshire
porcelain £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

310

A collection of eight Ridgway sugar boxes and
covers including: Patterns - 2/1624; 2/6104;
2/1228; 2/1007; 5/3815; 2/4113; 2/1397 and 5/382
£40.00 - £60.00

311

A collection of Ridgway teawares, 1840-1850,
mazarine blue and yellow ground, including sugar
box and cover, footed bowl, two cake plates, two
milk jugs, breakfast cup and saucer, five cups and
five saucers, two trios £80.00 - £120.00

312

Ridgway teawares, c. 1815, apricot ground and
gilded decoration, comprising: Pattern 2/778 teapot, cover and stand (new London shape),
sugar box and cover, creamer, bowl, circular
teapot, cover (butterfly finial) and stand, two
circular dishes, 19 & 22 cm, nine saucers, seven
cups; Pattern 2/449 - breakfast cup and saucer,
cup and saucer, two side plates; Pattern 2/329 trio; Pattern 2/151 - trio; Pattern 2/434 - bowl and
trio £120.00 - £150.00

313

Ridgway grey and gilt teawares, c. 1830's,
including patterns 2/2076 & 2/324, comprising:
sugar box and cover, two milk jugs, breakfast cup
and saucer, bowl and teacup c/w an interesting
letter of provenance stating the teawares originally
belonged to the Chipchase family £50.00 - £80.00

314

Ridgway two tone blue and gilt decorated
teawares, c. 1820, with butterfly finials to the
teapot and sugar box, comprising: Pattern 2/926 -
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318

Two Victorian Staffordshire cabinet dishes of
pierced moulded rectangular form, one turquoise
ground with a handpainted landscape to the centre
within a raised gilded border, the other with floral
and foliate sprays to the centre, both 21.8 x 28.5
cm (2) £100.00 - £150.00

319

A large Moorcroft vase decorated in the 'Cathedral'
pattern, limited edition 52/100, signed by Rachel
Bishop, impressed and printed marks, 41.5 cm
high £250.00 - £450.00

320

A Royal Worcester candle snuffer in the form of a
monk, date cypher 1901 to/w a Chinese Canton
famille rose vase decorated with panels of figures
in an interior and on a verandah, 25 cm high (2)
£50.00 - £80.00

321

An early 19th century English oval teapot
decorated in the Imari style to/w two further early
19th century oval Staffordshire teapots, three
black teapots, comprising: an 1887 Golden Jubilee
teapot and cover; a miniature black monochrome
teapot; and a black monochrome teapot decorated
with parallelogram motifs; the first 22 cm wide and
two Chinese Export teapots, comprising: one with
white metal spout, decorated en-grisaille with
water craft in a mountainous river landscape; the
other with typical floral designs; the last 23 cm
wide, both with associated covers, 18th/19th
Century (8)

£50.00 - £100.00

£60.00 - £100.00

322

Two Royal Doulton figurines - Jennifer, c. 1932 and 335
Miss Fortune, c. 1939 (2) £60.00 - £100.00

A Delft bowl decorated to the centre with fighting
cockerels, 30 cm diam £30.00 - £50.00

323

A Doulton Lambeth commemorative jug, 23 cm
high and a pair of matching beakers
commemorating the Diamond Jubilee of Queen
Victoria 1837-1897 (3) £120.00 - £150.00

336

324

Royal Copenhagen coffee service decorated with
underglaze blue flowers and foliage, comprising;
Coffee pot and cover, sugar bowl and cover,
creamer, eight coffee cups and eight saucers (19)
£60.00 - £80.00

A Sitzendorf porcelain figural study of a lady and
gentleman in a pastoral setting with dog and
sheep, 18.5 cm high to/w a continental porcelain
figural group of a couple seated on a bench in 18th
century costume, 14 cm high, both 20th century
(2) £60.00 - £80.00

337

A 19th century Samson porcelain chamfered
rectangular tea caddy and cover decorated in the
Chinese famille rose armorial style, 14.5 cm high
£60.00 - £80.00

325

Royal Crown Derby Imari decorated 'The Yorkshire
Rose Millennium clock', limited edition 104/500,
338
10.3 cm high to/w a continental porcelain mantel
clock encrusted with flowers and foliage and a
putto, 20.5 cm high (2) £40.00 - £60.00

326

Two Lladro figures - Girl seated with a dog on her
lap, 33 cm high to/w Girl on a swing suspended
from a tree bough, 39 cm high (2) £80.00 - £120.00

327

Royal Copenhagen vase decorated with swans
flying over a river landscape, 31.5 cm high £80.00 £120.00

328

Jasper Stilton dish and associated cover £30.00 £50.00

329

A Moorcroft contemporary table lamp, blue ground
decorated with tube lined fruit and birds, 16 cm
high excluding light fittings £60.00 - £80.00

330

A Moorcroft contemporary table lamp, brown
ground decorated with orchids, c/w shade, 20 cm
high excluding light fittings and shade £50.00 £80.00

331

332

333

334

WWI interest - Crested china comprising; Two
Shelley models of British tanks; two Arcadian field
guns, Arcadian bust of a sailor to/w F.P.S & S
suitcase, Shelley bathing machine an W.H. Goss
Ancient bottle (8) £20.00 - £40.00
A collection of seven Beswick horses and two
donkeys, comprising: Cantering Shire, 975; Bois
Roussel race horse, 701; Foal, 763; Foal, 947;
Shetland Pony, 1033, Shetland foal, 1034 and
Shire foal, 1053; all brown gloss, Donkey 1364B
and Donkey Foal, 2110 (9) £100.00 - £200.00
Charlotte Rhead Crown Ducal charger, Byzantine
pattern, no 2681, 32 cm to/w two 19th century
Rockingham style plates and a Royal Worcester
plate, teacup and saucer decorated in the
Chinoiserie style £60.00 - £80.00

339

A Belleek bust of Shakespeare raised on a socle
base, 21 cm high, 1st period black mark to base
£60.00 - £100.00

340

A Belleek first period milk jug moulded with a harp
shaped handle, 14 cm £50.00 - £80.00

341

A Belleek second period jardiniere raised on three
scrolling feet decorated in bold relief with garlands
of flowers and foliage, 25.5 cm £100.00 - £150.00

342

AMENDMENT - A CAUGHLEY (not Worcester)
cabbage leaf mask jug, c.1775-90, printed in blue
with the 'Fisherman and Cormorant' pattern and
associated border, underglaze blue mark to base,
19 cm high £100.00 - £150.00

343

A pair of First Period Worcester strap fluted sauce
boats with embossed panels painted in underglaze
blue with formal sprays, sprigs and insects and
cell borders, 16 cm long; open crescent mark,
c.1770 (2) £100.00 - £150.00

344

A First Period Worcester Kempthorn pattern
spherical teapot and cover, c.1768-70, fretted
square underglazed blue mark to base, 14 cm
high £100.00 - £150.00

345

Wemyss - a pair of vases painted with thistles,
impressed and painted marks, retailed by T.
Goode & Co., London, 15.5 cm £80.00 - £120.00

Boxed commemorative wares comprising: a Royal 346
Worcester bowl commemorating 250th anniversary
of Royal Worcester 1851-2001, 25 cm diam; Royal
Worcester plate commemorating 50th anniversary
of the coronation of HM Queen Elizabeth II; Royal
Crown Derby quatrofoil dish commemorating the
golden jubilee of HM Queen Elizabeth II;
Buckingham Palace golden jubilee cup and saucer 347
to/w a porcelain bowl decorated with polychrome
flowers to the centre, 24.5 cm diam. (5)
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A 19th century Meissen chocolate cup decorated
with two hand-painted vignettes - lady falconer,
horses, figures and dogs in a ruined castle
landscape to one side and farrier, horses, figures
in a village setting to the other, two naturalistic
scrolling handles, the matching cover with two
further scenes - farrier, horses and figures and
figures, horse and ruin buildings by a lake and a
floral knop, under-glazed blue crossed swords to
base £60.00 - £80.00

A pair of 19th century Continental porcelain figures
- Hunter with baby boar on his back and woman
with a basket, underglaze blue Augustus Rex
mark to base, 23 cm high, to/w a pair of small
seated porcelain figures holding chickens, 7 cm
high and a Mansion House swarf, 10.8 cm high (3)
£150.00 - £200.00
Four Royal Copenhagen models - Cock head
down, 1127; Cock head up, 1126; Mouse on a
corn of cob, 512 and Frog on stone, 507 (4)

£50.00 - £80.00
348

Three Royal Copenhagen birds - Owl, 2999; Robin,
2266 and Sparrow Tail Up, 1081 (3) £40.00 £60.00
363

349

Royal Copenhagen model of a 'Fox Curled', 438
£70.00 - £100.00

350

Two Royal Copenhagen figural groups - Reading
children, no. 402 and Love Refused, no. 406 (2)
£40.00 - £60.00

351

Wedgwood water ewer 'Sacred to Neptune' and a
companion wine ewer 'Sacred to Bacchus', The
St. James Collection of limited editions, both
9/50, white on black jasper, 42 cm high, complete
with certificates and original boxes (2) £1,300.00 £1,500.00

A tall flared heavy cut glass vase raised on a
circular foot with star cut base, 36.5 cm high
£50.00 - £80.00

365

A Sitzendorf porcelain figure of an 18th century
lady with a sheep at her feet, 15.5 cm high
£50.00 - £80.00

366
AMENDED ESTIMATE - Two Wedgwood black
basalt busts - H M Queen Elizabeth II & H R H
The Duke of Edinburgh, commemorating The
Royal Silver Wedding 1972, limited edition 26/750,
complete with certificate and original box £120.00 £150.00

353

Wedgwood - Masterpieces Series Domestic
Employment coffee set in black and primrose
jasper, 26/200, complete with certificate and
original box £160.00 - £180.00

355

356

357

367

Wedgwood - Gilded black basalt 'Sitting Sphinx'
from the Egyptian Collection, limited edition
38/100, complete with original box £80.00 £120.00

368
Wedgwood blue and white jasper 'Trophy Plate',
with cane, lilac and sage green ornamentation,
issued to commemorate the bicentennial in 1976
of American Independence, limited edition, 74/300, 369
complete with certificate and box £60.00 - £80.00
A set of six Waterford 'Sheila' pattern conical
fluted wine glasses with hexagonal cut stems and
plain circular feet, to/w six matching glasses, 14
cm, two Waterford decanters and a water jug (15)
£150.00 - £200.00
** Phil Rogers (British born 1951) - Stoneware
square bottle vase having wax resist floral and
hatched decoration, impressed potter's seal, 25.5
cm high
** ARR may be applicable
£150.00 - £200.00

358

A set of three 19th century toastmaster's glasses,
13 cm high (3) £30.00 - £50.00

359

A Victorian Staffordshire model of a thatched
cottage with spaniel, 24.5 cm high £40.00 - £60.00

360

Four Masons Ironstone octagonal Imari decorated
jugs, all 19th century, to/w a similar unmarked jug,
11 cm (4) £40.00 - £60.00

361

A pair of large Victorian Staffordshire spill vases
formed with a cow and calf by a stream, 28 cm
high (2) £80.00 - £120.00

362

Two Victorian Staffordshire models of cows each
with a calf beside a stream, 16 cm high and 12 cm
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A pair of Continental porcelain figures - girl with
basket of flowers, boy with sheath of corn, 14 cm
high, to/w a porcelain figural group depicting
musicians in 18th century costume, 22.5 cm high
and a Dresden chamber stick, all 20th century (4)
£30.00 - £50.00

364

352

354

high, to/w a Victorian Staffordshire flatback
depicting figures and dog under a tree bough, 16.5
cm (3) £40.00 - £60.00

Wedgwood small green/blue lustre bowl decorated
to the centre with a Chinese dragon and having
gilded animals from the Chinese calendar to the
exterior and faux characters, 10 cm diam. to/w a
pair of Royal Crown Derby Imari decorated
teacups and saucers, patt. 1128, date cypher
1912 and a moulded Carlton Ware asparagus dish
and cover £60.00 - £80.00
A 19th century lead crystal twin branch
candelabrum, probably Irish, 39 cm high to/w an
18th century brown glass bottle with loop handle,
later painted with daffodils to one side and
snowdrops to the other, 17 cm high (2) £60.00 £100.00
A pair of early 19th century Staffordshire figures of
a cobbler and his wife, 18 cm & 17 cm high (2)
£40.00 - £60.00
A pair of George Jones & Sons pottery Madras
Ware art nouveau vases, c. 1900, ochre ground
decorated with flowers and foliage, 20 cm high (2)
£100.00 - £150.00

370

Val St. Lambert harlequin set of five flash hock
glasses to/w an additional hock glass with star cut
base by the same factory, 18 cm high (6) £60.00 £80.00

371

A harlequin set of eight flash wine glasses, 19.4
cm high to/w a similar dark blue example, 19 cm
(9) £70.00 - £90.00

372

A Rogers early 19th century blue and white
transfer decorated chestnut basket and matching
reticulated stand, 'Elephant' pattern with a dog
rose border, c. 1820, impressed factory mark to
base. Basket 25.5 cm x 16 cm, Stand 23.5 c 19
cm (2) £50.00 - £80.00

373

A Meissen shallow bowl, green ground, having gilt
ornate moulded decoration, underglaze blue
crossed swords to base, 30.5 cm diam. £60.00 £80.00

374

A pair of Whitefriars goblets commemorating H M
Queen Elizabeth II silver jubilee by W.J. Wilson,
signed to base, nos. 73 & 1304, 19 cm high, c/w
original boxes (2) £30.00 - £50.00

375

Six Royal Doulton figurines - Fleur HN2368; Top

O'the Hill HN1834; Grace HN2318; Premiere
HN2343; Simone HN2378; Fair Lady (coral pink)
HN2835 (6) £100.00 - £150.00
376

377

378

387

A small Chinese blue and white teapot with domed
cover and metal spout, 14 cm wide, Kangxi;
together with a Chinese Imari teapot and four other
teapots; all teapots with cover, but some covers
clearly associated (6) £100.00 - £150.00
388
A regal tete a tete porcelain set with gilt
decoration and medallions depicting the Royal
Chateau in Berlin, Charlottenburg Palace, the
389
main residence of the Hohenzollern family,
comprising a coffee pot, milk jug, sucrier and
cover, one coffee cup and two saucers (6)
Prov HSH Prince Donatus of Hohenzollern £500.00
- £800.00

A pair of early 19th century lead crystal decanters
of mallet form to/w a smaller 19th century
decanter of mallet form with three neck rings and a
lozenge stopper, a later pair of cut glass liquor
decanters with three neck rings and cut
mushroom stoppers and two further 19th century
decanters (7) £50.00 - £100.00
Three Royal Doulton graduated harvest jugs, 11
cm - 20 cm to/w a similar smaller example, 6.5
cm high (4) £40.00 - £50.00
A 18th/19th century continental blue and white tin
glaze tripod chocolate pot, or other vessel; with
domed cover; decorated with a pair of figures
beneath a tree; the base with VE conjoined mark;
23cm high; possibly style of Lambertus Van
Eenhoorn £50.00 - £80.00

A 19th century Davenport porcelain armorial
cabaret set, turquoise ground decorated with floral
raised gilding, the circular tray bearing the arms of
the Scobell family to the centre, 43.5 cm diam.
and each item bearing the family crest and motto,
comprising in addition to the tray; sucrier and
cover, milk jug and cover, six coffee cans and six
saucers and a lid £200.00 - £300.00

390

A Murano blue glass globular vase, 24 cm high
£40.00 - £60.00

391

Royal Doulton fine bone china 'Carlyle' pattern
dinner and tea service, comprising: Eight x 27 cm
diam. plates; eight x 20.5 cm diam.; six x 17 cm
diam., two covered tureen and covers; teapot &
cover; two sucriers and covers, sugar bowl; six
teacups and six saucers £180.00 - £220.00

379

A famille rose cylindrical tankard, decorated with
Manchu/Chinese figures on a terrace, 13cm high,
Qing Dynasty £80.00 - £120.00

392

380

Five pieces of Asian porcelain, comprising: a
Japanese Koransha Imari bowl; a Japanese Imari
rose-water sprinkler; a Kaga vase decorated in
akaji-kinga with kacho-ga and scholars, nine kanji
on the base; and two blue and white dishes (5)
£60.00 - £90.00

Coalport bone china 'Blue Wheat' dinner and tea
service, comprising: Eleven x 27 cm plates; twelve
x 20.5 cm plates; twelve x 16 cm diam.; two
graduated meat plates; two gravy boats and
stands; two circular tureens and cover; two oval
vegetable dishes; twelve twin handle soup bowls
and saucers; twelve teacups and eleven saucers
£300.00 - £400.00

393

381

A Satsuma bowl of conical form, decorated in
typical gilt with a Rakan and karako; the exterior
with a flock of tsuru, 13cm diameter, Meiji Period
£50.00 - £60.00

A 19th century Ironstone garniture set of vases,
decorated in the Imari palette, the twin apricot
lustre handles terminating in masks, 18.5 cm & 22
cm high (3) £80.00 - £120.00

394

382

Five Pegwell Bay Pratt & Co pot lids - Pegwell
Bay - Est 1760; Royal Harbour, Ramsgate; The
Shrimpers; Pegwell Bay (lobster fishing) and
Pretty Kettle of Fish (5) £40.00 - £60.00

A pair of Stevenson & Hancock, Derby, cabinet
teacups and saucers, painted in the Imari palette
(4) £30.00 - £50.00

395

Two famille rose vases, including one of rouleau
form, 43 cm high; both mounted for electricity and
decorated with Manchu/Chinese horsemen, late
Qing Dynasty (2) £100.00 - £200.00

400

John Brunsdon (1933-2014) - 'Mapledurham
Watermill', etching in colours, pencil signed to
lower right, inscribed lower left, ltd ed 39/175, 11 x
29 cm £200.00 - £400.00

383

Five Pratt & Co pot lids - Trafalgar Square; The
Residence of Anne Hathaway; Shakspear's
House, Henley St, Stratford on Avon; Church of
Holy Trinity, Stratford on Avon, The interior of the
Grand International Building of 1851 (5) £40.00 £60.00

384

Six Pratt & Co pot lids - The Village Wedding;
That No Jealous Rival shall Laugh Me to Scorn;
The Enthusiast; the Picnic; Persuasion and The
Best Card (6) £40.00 - £60.00

401

Tim Pryke - 'Landscape 9', oil on board, signed
lower right, 25.5 x 9.5 cm
Prov: Speldhurst Kent Art Show, 30.05.04 £80.00 £120.00

385

Seven Pratt & Co pot lids: 'Peace' - a rectangular
pot lid with trefoil ends; Garibaldi; Dangerous
Skating; the Farriers; The Wolf and the Lamb; the
Battle of the Nile (6) £50.00 - £80.00

402

**Tessa Newcomb (b 1955) - 'Cottage and
washing', hand-coloured etching, no. 3, pencil
initials to lower right, 10.5 x 17 cm
** ARR may be applicable £150.00 - £200.00

386

W B & Co 'Opaque Granite China' Victorian
dessert service decorated in the Imari palette,
comprising five shaped dishes and fifteen
matching plates (20) £80.00 - £120.00

403

**Tessa Newcomb (b 1955) - 'Suffolk boats', oil on
board, signed with initials and dated '88 lower
right, 9 x 19 cm
Prov: Ian McVitie Weston, dealer in contemporary
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art - label to verso
** ARR may be applicable £300.00 - £500.00
404

**Tessa Newcomb (b 1955) - 'Swan at
Walberswick', oil on board, signed and dated '90
lower right, 18.5 x 6.5 cm
** ARR may be applicable £200.00 - £400.00

405

Steve Risby - 'Becon view east', oil on board,
signed and dated 02 to lower right, 14.5 x 28.5 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

406

Ernst Barlach (1870-1938) - Abstract bird study,
print, pencil signed to lower right, 16.5 x 24 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

407

Continental school - A pair of Alpine views, prints,
indistinctly signed with pencil initials lower right,
29 x 19 cm (2) £50.00 - £80.00

408

WITHDRAWN Follower of Beardsley - A
illustration featuring the goose girl, pen and ink, 28
x 21.5 cm £280.00 - £320.00

409

John Paddy Carstairs (1916-70) - Sailing boats off
the French coast, gouache, signed upper right, 52
x 37 cm James Bourlet & Sons gallery label to
reverse £200.00 - £400.00

410

411

**Dion Pears (1929-85) - Monaco Grand Prix with
Graham Hill behind the wheel, oil on board, signed
lower left, 24 x 36 cm
** ARR may be applicable £80.00 - £120.00
**Dion Pears (1929-85) - Bruce McClaren leading
John Surtees, watercolour with bodycolour, signed
lower left, 73 x 98 cm, autographed by John
Surtees upper right
** ARR may be applicable £150.00 - £250.00

420

** Laurence Stephen Lowry (1887-1976) - 'An
Industrial Town', limited edition print, numbered
272/500 in pencil lower left and signed in pencil
lower right, 46 x 60.5 cm
** ARR will be applicable £2,500.00 - £3,500.00

421

** Laurence Stephen Lowry (1887-1976) - 'Station
Approach', signed in pencil to lower right margin,
43 x 51.5 cm, Alexander Gallery, Bristol label to
reverse dated 15/3/74
** ARR will be applicable £2,500.00 - £3,500.00

422

** Laurence Stephen Lowry (1887-1976) - Level
crossing with train, print, pencil signed to lower
right margin, 48.5 x 57 cm
Note: This edition was never numbered or stamped
** ARR will be applicable £2,500.00 - £3,500.00

423

** Laurence Stephen Lowry (1887-1976) - 'Notice
Board', print, pencil signed to lower right margin,
Fine Art Trade Guild back stamp to lower left, 43 x
52 cm
** ARR will be applicable £2,200.00 - £3,500.00

424

** Laurence Stephen Lowry (1887-1976) - 'Burford
Church', limited edition 185/850 print, pencil
signed to lower right margin and numbered in
pencil lower left, pub Grove Galleries Ltd,
Manchester, 63 x 48 cm
** ARR will be applicable £1,500.00 - £2,500.00

425

Alexander Graham Munro (1903-85) - 'Avignon',
pencil, inscribed to lower left margin, dated 1926,
24 x 34 cm £80.00 - £120.00

426

Ernest Arthur Rowe (1863-1922) - 'The Vegetable
Garden', watercolour, 24 x 35 cm, Paul Thomas
gallery label to reverse £80.00 - £120.00

412

Daniel Kelly (b 1947) - Still life study with
Japanese vase, bowls and fruit, oil on board with
elements of collage, signed lower right, with
inscription to reverse '.....Daniel, Kyoto, November
29 '95', 40 x 30 cm £400.00 - £600.00

427

**Patrick Scott (1921-2014) - 'Arcady III',
carborundum silkscreen, signed and inscribed
19/25 and dated '74 lower right, 64 x 63 cm
Prov: Collection of Carroll O'Connor (Archie Bunker)
** ARR may be applicable £600.00 - £800.00

413

Daniel Kelly (b 1947) - Still life study of an Oriental
bowl, mixed media, signed lower left, 49 x 118 cm
£500.00 - £600.00

428

Bernard Ninnes - 'Moorish Arch, Mallorca', oil on
board, signed lower left, 39 x 31 cm £50.00 £80.00

415

Roy Walker - An abstract sill life study with fruit,
ltd ed 1/1 print, pencil signed and dated '86 lower
right, 56 x 75 cm £40.00 - £60.00

429

416

Leopold Reiser - The red bridge, signed lower
right, circa 1950, oil on canvas, 60 x 80 cm,
inscribed to verso £100.00 - £150.00

Kaiko Moti (1921-89) - 'Fleurs et prunes', a still life
study with flowers and plums, oil on canvas,
signed lower right and inscribed on reverse, 54 x
55 cm £80.00 - £120.00

430

19th century French school - A pair of still life
studies with fruit, meat, fish, bread and wine, oil
on canvas, 72.5 x 91 cm (unframed) (2) £600.00 £800.00

417

418

419

Didier Grandt - The Hamburg Harbour, oil on
canvas, signed and dated '67 lower right, 40 x 78
cm, inscribed to reverse £80.00 - £120.00

431
Helen Bradley (1900-79) - Blackpool Station, print,
pencil signed lower right and with Fine Art Trade
Guild blind stamp, 40 x 57 cm
432
Prov: The property of the late Alan Ball, MBE,
1966 World Cup Football finalist £100.00 - £200.00

Fritz Thumer (1884-1956) - Still life with lobster, oil
on canvas, signed lower right, 56 x 46 cm £80.00 £120.00

** Laurence Stephen Lowry (1887-1976) - Street
scene, print, pencil signed to lower right margin,
blind stamp lower left, 27.5 x 21.5 cm
** ARR will be applicable £2,000.00 - £3,000.00

434

T B Gurnell - A still life study with fruit and birds
nest, oil on board, signed lower right, 27 x 23 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

435

Ellen Ladell (fl 1886-98) - Still life study with fruit,
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S Madacco - Still life study with flowers, fruit and
copper vessels, oil on canvas, signed lower right,
59 x 78 cm £80.00 - £120.00

walnuts, butterfly, oil on panel, signed lower right,
19 x 24 cm £400.00 - £600.00

branded
Note: Gerard was notably the portrayer of
Napoleon and was presented with the title 'First
Painter to the King', and by the end of the 18th
century he was a leading society portrait artist in
France. Although like many other of his portraits
the present example is not signed, the original
frame is certainly from his workshop and dates
from circa 1805-1810. The rounded limbs and
strong features of the sitter are typical of Gerard's
style. The painting was discovered in the family
collection of Castle Aldenghoor, Netherlands by
the vendor. £10,000.00 - £15,000.00

436

A M Sadge? - Still life study with dead duck,
cabbage, onion etc, watercolour, signed lower
right, 37 x 55 cm £150.00 - £200.00

437

Edwin Penny (b 1930) - 'Peregrine', study of a
Peregrine Falcon, watercolour, signed lower left,
36.5 x 50.5 cm, label to reverse £300.00 - £400.00

438

English school - Ducks with their young at pond
edge, oil on canvas, 29.5 x 40 cm £350.00 £450.00

439

Continental school - Study of a lynx in a
landscape, oil on panel, 22.5 x 26.5 cm £300.00 £400.00

453

Robert Caspers - Trout caught on a line, oil on
canvas, signed lower right, 51 x 76 cm (unframed)
£60.00 - £80.00

Carlo Alesso - Portrait of a gentleman, oil on
canvas, inscribed on reverse, 62 x 49 cm £80.00 £120.00

454

Daniel Caffe (1756-1815) - Portrait of a gentleman,
pastel, signed, 54 x 43 cm
Prov: HSH Prince Donatus of Hohenzollern, iron
branded £3,000.00 - £4,000.00

455

Jane-Sophie Egerton (1844-77) - Portrait of four
sisters, watercolour, signed and dated 1857 lower
right, 49 x 64 cm
Prov: HSH Prince Donatus of Hohenzollern, iron
branded £800.00 - £1,000.00

456

Frank O Salisbury (1874-1962) - A portrait study of
two young sisters, signed oil on canvas, 100 cm
diam, in original gilt frame £2,000.00 - £3,000.00

457

Roman Dressler (1889-1963) - Allegory of
summer, oil on canvas, signed and dated 1928
lower right, 80 x 110 cm
Prov HSH Prince Donatus of Hohenzollern £300.00
- £500.00

458

Emil Englerth (b 1882) - Swinging twenties portrait of a young lady wtih a fan, oil on canvas,
signed, inscribed Budapest and dated 1927 lower
right, 100 x 80 cm
Prov HSH Prince Donatus of Hohenzollern £500.00
- £800.00

459

Adolf Odenthal (1913-85) - The experience of
World War II - an elegant lady in front of a burning
landscape, oil on canvas, signed and dated 1946
lower right, 160 x 119 cm
Prov: HSH Prince Donatus of Hohenzollern, iron
branded £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

460

Edward Hill Lacey (1892-1967) - 'The Artist's Wife',
oil on board, signed lower right and inscribed
verso, 70 x 48 cm £300.00 - £500.00

461

After Alfred J Skrimshire - Portrait of a young girl
with clasped hands, coloured engraving, proof no.
57, signed with monogram lower left and inscribed
and signed lower right margin, 33 x 26 cm £80.00 £120.00

462

After Joshua Reynolds - 'Mrs Jane Braddyll',
watercolour, 32 x 27 cm, the reverse with remains
of handwritten label £100.00 - £150.00

463

English school - Portrait of a young woman in
green dress, oil on board, 13.5 x 9.5 cm £80.00 £120.00

440

441

Maria Sibylla Jordens (b 1945) - Koi with water
lilies, oil on canvas, signed lower right, 68 x 137
cm £200.00 - £300.00

442

Wilhelm Claudius (1854-1942) - Interior view of a
bedroom, oil on canvas, signed and dated '19
lower right, 48 x 66 cm £200.00 - £300.00

443

Ellen J Ross - 'Interior' with woman seated at
fireside, oil on board, 18.5 x 29.5 cm £80.00 £120.00

444

Continental school - A pair of interior genre
scenes, oil on canvas, 30 x 45 cm (2) £150.00 £250.00

445

English school - Portrait of a young lady, oil on
board, 41.5 x 34 cm £150.00 - £250.00

446

J T Barrett - Gyspy gentleman with fiddle, oil on
canvas, signed lower right, 30 x 22 cm £40.00 £60.00

447

W Greenless - Lady seated beside a table, oil on
card, signed and dated 1852 lower right, 26 x 21
cm £30.00 - £50.00

448

Follower of Francisco de Zurburan (1598-1664) 'Franciscan monk Spanish', oil on card, 19 x13
cm, old partial hand-written label to back reads
'Franciscan monk, Spanish, Francisco
Zurburan.....' £300.00 - £400.00

449

Italian school - The Confession - An ecclesiastical
interior with lady kneeling before a priest, oil on
canvas, 96 x 75 cm, with decorative Florentine
giltwood frame £2,000.00 - £3,000.00

450

Flemish school - Portrait of a man with white
collar, oil on board, 54.5 x 42 cm £200.00 £300.00

451

J B Burgess (1830-97) - 'The Puritan's Daughter',
oil on canvas, 34 x 29 cm (oval) £800.00 £1,200.00

452

Francois Gerard (1770-1837) attrib - Liberty - An
Allegory of the French Revolution, oil on canvas,
110 x 84 cm, with original gilt frame from the
workshop of Gerard
Prov: HSH Prince Donatus of Hohenzollern, iron
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464

Arnold Mountfort - Portrait study of a young child,
pastel, signed and dated 1914 lower left, 28 x 22
cm £50.00 - £80.00

479

Max Sinclair - 'Eagles Nest, Killarney', oil on
canvas, signed and dated '82 lower right, 34 x 52
cm £300.00 - £500.00

465

Manner of Rembrandt - 'The Man with the Golden
Helmet', circa 18th century, oil on canvas, 68 x 52
cm
Prov: HSH Prince Donatus of Hohenzollern
Note: The original painting once attributed to
Rembrandt is in the Gemaldegalerie, Berlin, and is
the subject of much scholarly discussion as to its
attribution.
£3,000.00 - £5,000.00

480

Edna Bizon (b 1929) - 'The ploughman', oil on
canvas, signed lower right, 39 x 55 cm, King
Street Galleries label to reverse £50.00 - £80.00

481

A S Moore? - A pair of lake views, oil on canvas,
signed, 39 x 80 cm (2) £550.00 - £650.00

482

Herbert Wilson - East Anglian coast view, oil on
board, signed lower right, 41 x 66 cm £100.00 £150.00

English school - The long wait - a sailors
sweetheart gazing out to sea, oil on canvas, 74 x
62 cm £200.00 - £300.00

483

C Menge (1920-2009) - Trees and pond landscape,
oil on board, signed and dated '52 lower left, 26 x
37 cm £400.00 - £600.00

466

484
Dudley Hardy - 'Gilbert and Sullivan dancer',
watercolour with heightening, signed lower left, 34
x 14 cm, Mangate Gallery label to reverse £80.00 £120.00
467A Fabian Perez - Flamenco dancer, artist proof print 485
8/20, signed to lower right, 55 x 74 cm £100.00 £200.00
467

468

H H Parker (1858-1930) - 'Near Bray on Thames',
oil on canvas, signed lower left, 34 x 52 cm
£1,000.00 - £1,500.00

469

F J Widgery (1861-1942) - A coastal view with
gorse on headland, oil on canvas, signed lower
left, 36 x 75 cm £300.00 - £500.00

470

English School - Pastoral view with fisherman, oil
on canvas, 29 x 24 cm £200.00 - £300.00

471
472

473

474

476

477

478

K Millar - 'Parson's Turbine, Richardson 1897',
watercolour with heightening, signed and dated '20
lower right, inscribed Greenwich N 2714, 16.5 x 32
cm £50.00 - £80.00

486

Boughton - A companion pair of studies of HMS
Fairy off Cowes depicted under steam, and flying
the full Royal standard, one signed lower right and
dated '1905, oil on board, 35.5 x 51 cm (2)
£300.00 - £400.00

487

Rowland Langmaid (1897-1956) - 'HMS Highflier',
watercolour, signed and inscribed lower right, 19 x
30 cm £40.00 - £60.00

E Verboeckhoven attrib - A farmyard scene, oil on
panel, 24 x 29 cm £400.00 - £600.00

488

English school - A pair of pastoral views with
figures, oil on canvas, 49 x 59 cm (2) £300.00 £400.00

C J Childs - Boats at a busy harbour entrance,
watercolour, signed and dated 1910 lower left, 30
x 58 cm £100.00 - £200.00

489

H James - A pair of country views, one with
cottage, one with figures, oil on canvas, each
signed lower right, 24 x 44 cm (2) £200.00 £300.00

J West - Whitley Bay, watercolour, signed and
dated 1912 lower left, 37 x 54.5 cm £40.00 £60.00

490

C E Brittan (1870-1949) - A pair - before and after
the storm, watercolour, signed lower centre, 27 x
38 cm (oval) (2) £350.00 - £400.00

491

I Tudgay - The three-masted barque Sebastopol in
two positions off Dover, oil on canvas, signed and
dated 1858 lower right, 59 x 89 cm £1,000.00 £1,200.00

492

Bernard Page - A busy harbour view, oil on board,
signed lower right, 25 x 30 cm £100.00 - £150.00

Hon? - Animals in a clearing, oil on canvas, signed
and date 1872 lower left, 62 x 75 cm £400.00 £600.00

474A William Alfred Elleby - An extensive landscape
with flock of sheep, oil on canvas, signed lower
left, 77 x 122 cm £300.00 - £400.00
475

John Whittall (b 1947) - A pair of country views tall trees and horse and rider beneath tree canopy,
oil on canvas, signed lower right and one dated
'95, 60 x 48 cm (2) £200.00 - £300.00

Arthur G Bell - 'The Thames below Mortlake', oil on 493
board, signed lower right, 23 x 33.5 cm £150.00 £200.00
495
John Falconer Slater - A tumbling river with lone
tall tree, oil on canvas, signed lower left, 75 x 49
cm £120.00 - £150.00
496
English school - A river landscape in autumn with
sheep, oil on canvas, 34.5 x 52 cm £250.00 497
£350.00
Richard Brydges Beechey (1808-95) - Survivors of
the storm, oil on panel, inscribed on the reverse
and dated 1834, 17.5 x 16 cm £600.00 - £800.00
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David Beatty - A pair of maritime views, oil on
board, signed, 20 x 24 cm (2) £50.00 - £80.00
Ashton Cannell (1927- 1994) - 'Clearing morning
mist', watercolour, signed lower right, 16 x 24 cm
£50.00 - £80.00
A Hulk - Bigbury on Beach, Devon, gouache,
signed lower right, 17 x 25 cm £50.00 - £80.00
R T Prithett - A pair - 'On the Thames below
Windsor', and 'On the Thames - The Wey and
Thames junction at Weybridge', en grisaille
watercolour, signed lower right, 17 x 25 cm, artist
labels to reverse (2) £150.00 - £250.00

498

W J Wainwright - Landscape, watercolour, signed
with monogram, 18 x 26 cm £80.00 - £120.00

499

Peter Le Cave attrib - 'Feeding the horses',
watercolour, 18 x 26 cm £100.00 - £150.00

Yorkshire - North from London', 1754, from
Bickham's The British Monarchy, plate 43, 26 x
15.5 cm £150.00 - £250.00
517

George Marples (1869-1939) - Two French views thatched barn and coastal view, etching, pencil
signed to lower margins, 19 x 24.5 cm and 37.5 x
49.5 cm (2) £80.00 - £120.00

518

Marguerite Montaut 'Gamy' (?-1936) - Three hand
finished lithographs - 'Le monoplan Nieuport
gagnant le Concours Militaire moteur Gnome,
Helice Chauviere'; 'L'Hydravion Nieuport survolant
Monaco....' and 'Moteur Gnome', 45 x 84 cm (3)
£200.00 - £400.00

519

Lionel Edwards - 'The art of 40 minutes', colour
print, pencil signed to lower right margin, 28 x 41
cm; crossing the river, colour print, pencil signed
to lower left margin, 27 x 40 cm; and The meet,
colour print, 29 x 47 cm (3) £100.00 - £150.00

500

English school - Hauling the catch, watercolour,
17 x 28 cm £50.00 - £80.00

501

H Walters - A coastal view with fishermen, bathing
hut and rowing boat, watercolour, signed to lower
right, 28 x 37.5 cm £50.00 - £80.00

502

J Jessop Hardwick (1832-1917) - Red bricked
bridge spanning river, watercolour, signed and
dated 1877 lower right, 22 x 33 cm £100.00 £150.00

503

Harry Napper - Six good unframed watercolours of
cattle and landscapes (folio) £300.00 - £400.00

504

Frederick von Amerling - Study of an old man
seated reading, ink and wash, collector mark
lower left, 13 x 11 cm £100.00 - £150.00

520

Sir John Bernard Partridge - Ladies in distress,
watercolour, signed lower left, 26.5 x 18 cm
£180.00 - £220.00

Joseph Nigg (1782-1863) - six hand-finished
botanical lithographs, 64 x 46 cm (6) £300.00 £400.00

521

**Gareth Lloyd Ball (1947-2003)- Four abstract
studies - Rom and Pompeii, watercolour, all
signed and dated '93 lower right, 80 x 56 cm (4)
** ARR may be applicable £200.00 - £300.00

505

506

English school - Man on horse, pencil and wash,
14.5 x 10.5 cm £50.00 - £80.00

507

Tatton Winter (1855-1928) - 'Bolton Abbey, York',
watercolour, signed and titled lower left, 32 x 46
cm £150.00 - £250.00

522

E Parsons (1831-97) - Australian landscape with a
distant farm, watercolour heightened with white,
signed and dated 1874 lower right, 36 x 53 cm
£200.00 - £300.00

**Gareth Lloyd Ball (1947-2003) - Set of four Koi
Carp studies, watercolour, signed lower right, 60 x
45 cm (4)
** ARR may be applicable £200.00 - £300.00

523

** Gareth Lloyd Ball (1947-2003) - 'Shadow of man
on beach', mixed media, signed lower right and
dated '89, 71 x 51 cm; 'Hurricane', 57 x 40 cm,
and Make up (3)
** ARR may be applicable £150.00 - £200.00

600

Two boxes containing three 1950s floral hats, to/w
a collection of nine other '50's hats to include a
velvet hat from Harvey Nichols, to/w feather and
beaded examples (12 in total) £50.00 - £60.00

601

An Art Deco powder compact in shagreen effect
enamelled case with two cylinders for batteries to
illuminate, in Alfred Dunhill Ltd. Paris/London blue
box, a 1930s black leather handbag with chromed
spine, a floral petit-point handbag with chain and
clasp set with cornelian and green stone with
matching purse and an Art Deco black leather
clutch bag with marcasite clasp set with cornelian
and red and black stone (4) £60.00 - £80.00

508

509

N Neal Solly (1811-95) - A pair of river landscapes,
watercolour, signed and dated 1886 and 1887
lower left, 35 x 54 cm (2) £80.00 - £120.00

510

H Earp (1831-1914) - A pair of country views - cart
laden with logs and shepherd and his flock,
watercolour, both signed and one dated '75 lower
right, 48.5 x 34 cm (2) £400.00 - £600.00

511

Scottish school - Highland cattle in a landscape,
watercolour, 24 x 52 cm £40.00 - £60.00

512

English school - Hampstead Fields, pencil, dated
March 6th 1857 lower right, 24.5 x 34.5 cm, pub in
The Heath and Hampstead Society Newsletter, vol
37, no 3, September 2006
Prov HSH Prince Donatus of Hohenzollern £150.00
- £200.00

513

Frederick Golden Short (1863-1936) - A woodland
glen, oil on board, signed lower right, 21.5 x 29 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

602

Two Victorian nightdresses, to/w a damask
tablecloth, tea table cloths with crocheted edging,
assorted doilies etc. £40.00 - £60.00

514

Two hand-coloured 19th century engravings of
Brighton - Chain Pier at Brighton during the late
tempest, Nov 23rd 1824 and Steine view of
Brighton Royal Chain Pier, 16 x 24 cm (2) £50.00 £80.00

603

515

After Adrian Van Ostade (1610-84) - Men in a
tavern, etching, 28 x 22 cm £200.00 - £300.00

516

George Bickham (1684-1758) - 'A map of

An early 20th century Kashmiri fine wool/silk
shawl in multi-coloured paisley design on black
ground with silk fringing to ends, 178 cm x 350
cm, an ivory silk Chinese shawl embroidered with
multi-coloured flowering peony sprays and deep
fringing, 127 cm x 133 cm (plus 60 cm fringing),
to/w a blue silk kimono embroidered with ivory silk
floral sprays and small embroidered panel £150.00
- £200.00
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604

An early 20th century American hand-worked quilt,
cream ground with repeating motifs in pale green,
deep red and yellow, 202 cm x 202 cm, to/w a box
of assorted crocheted edge and embroidered table
linen £60.00 - £80.00

617

A cerise velvet evening coat, an Edwardian black
wool evening coat with grosgrain black silk to
opening edges and cuffs and a 1950s green satin
evening dress embellished with beading to bodice,
all 56 cm across chest (3) £50.00 - £60.00

605

A 1940s pale green satin feather filled, quilted
pillow, to/w a matching pair of single bed covers
£30.00 - £50.00

618

606

A quantity of unused vintage Jacqmar wool, wool
boucle and tartan wool fabric pieces, cream
upholstery fringing etc, to/w four bolts of vintage
silk fabrics £40.00 - £50.00

A 1920s cream silk dress, a 1940s
green/ivory/black striped silk dress and a floral
chintz dress in hues of pink/blue on black ground
(all size 10/12) (3) £50.00 - £60.00

619

A shield-shaped screen beaded with repeating
fleur-de-lys design complete with foliate gilded
pole and clamp £40.00 - £60.00

620

A brown musquash fur cape, three mink hats
(brown, cream and black) and an ermine scarf
£30.00 - £40.00

621

A full length shadowed mink fur coat retailed by
Harvey Nichols, Knightsbridge, 50 cm across
chest £50.00 - £60.00

607

608

609

610

611

A grey felt top hat retailed by Joshua Turner, 52
Gresham St. London, 57.5 cm circ., 20.5 cm front
to back, 17 cm across, to/w a Moss Bros. of
Covent Garden grey felt top hat, 54 cm circ., 19
cm front to back, 15.5 cm across (2) £40.00 £60.00

A vintage black silk top hat, size 7-1/8, 20 cm
622
front to back, 17 cm across, retailed by H. M.
Stanley, 34 Eastcheap and 47 Leadenhall St., EC 623
stamped 'Made in France' £100.00 - £150.00
A vintage black silk top hat, size 7, 19.5 cm front
to back, 16 cm across, Herbert Johnson 38 New
Bond St., London £100.00 - £150.00
Two boxes containing a length of lace and two
lace collars, assorted table linen to include;
tablecloths with crocheted edging, cut-out work
and embroidery, huckabacks, to/w a pair of
embroidered sheets, several panels of glazed
cotton curtaining printed with 18th century street
scenes and figures, a striped circular, lined
tablecover with fringing, a small knitted coverlet
and a small stool with tapestry top £60.00 £80.00
Of Royal Interest - an ivory silk, point of Blauvais,
floral embroidered clutch bag presented to Lady
Hornby by Queen Mary in July 1920 on her visit to
Isle of Man with King George V, to/w a scrapbook
made during the visit - with several pages of
printed matter relating to the visit £80.00 - £120.00

612

Two flounces of late 19th century Brussels needlerun lace worked with floral and foliate sprays, one
flounce 590 cm x 60 cm, the other flounce, 430 x
60 cm (2) £400.00 - £800.00

613

Two Victorian nightgowns, two child's romper suit
tops, two floral embroidered teacloths etc £40.00 £60.00

614

615

616

A black silk top hat retailed by Spoor & Son, 58
cm circ., 20.5 cm front to back, 17 cm across,
with ivory silk lining, to/w a leather hat box with
red velvet lining £80.00 - £120.00
A black silk top hat retailed by Fournisseur de S.
M. Le Roi Romdenne, 100 Rue Royale, Bruxelles,
55.5 cm circumference, 19.5 cm front to back x 16
cm across £60.00 - £80.00
An Aquascutum brown tweed coat with fur collar,
56 cm across chest £50.00 - £80.00

BidMaster Office
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A dark brown shadowed mink stole with six tail
embellishments to ends £60.00 - £80.00
A black Persian lamb jacket with corded buttons,
51 cm across chest with matching hat £60.00 £80.00

624

A smokey grey squirrel evening cape £40.00 £60.00

625

A dark brown mink jacket with double buttons to
front, retailed by Charles Moss Furs, 44 cm
across chest, to/w a light brown faux fur jacket
retailed by Tyber, Belgium, 46 cm across chest
(2) £60.00 - £80.00

626

An ivory white, tinged brown fox fur evening jacket
with leg detail to front and inset panels of brown
suede £60.00 - £80.00

627

A Christian Dior Boutique, Paris black and white
mink coat styled with striking abstract design,
cuffed sleeves, purchased in 2007, size 10
£1,000.00 - £1,500.00

628

A light brown, flecked white fox fur coat with neat
collar, across chest measurement 58 cm £60.00 £80.00

629

A tawny-toned fox fur and suede trimmed threequarter coat retailed by J & M Lybeer, Brugge, 42
cm across chest £80.00 - £120.00

630

A vintage light brown mink fur coat, 53 cm across
chest £40.00 - £60.00

631

A 1950s dark smokey grey mink coat with cowl
neck and single button fastening, 50 cm across
chest £80.00 - £120.00

632

A vintage cream fur evening cape retailed by
Packhards, Salisbury/Bournemouth, to/w a white
fur evening stole (2) £50.00 - £80.00

633

A mid-tan mink full-length coat with fox fur collar
and loop-through belt, 50 cm across chest £60.00 £80.00

634

A gentleman's Harris Tweed herringbone jacket,
moss green/browns with leather 'football' buttons,
50 cm across chest £30.00 - £50.00

635

Seven yellow silk floral brocade cushions with
piping and fringing (7) £130.00 - £180.00

636

637

638

639
640

654

A vintage full-length brown fur coat retailed by
Hickleys with brown satin lining, 52 cm across
chest £40.00 - £60.00

A Persian Bokhara design rug, the field of
repeating stylised guls on rust ground, 190 x 126
cm to/w another similar rug executed on a red
ground, 167 x 115 cm (2) £40.00 - £60.00

655

A pair of paisley yellow/red print vintage featherfilled eiderdowns, to/w a single green/blue
patterned feather eiderdown (3) £60.00 - £100.00

A large Persian Nain carpet, the flowering vine
design on traditional off white/camel ground, 386 x
260 cm £300.00 - £500.00

656

A Persian Baktiari rug, the pale red/pink ground
with palmette tile design, 226 x 156 cm £70.00 £90.00

657

An army uniform with two shirts and braces and
two kit bags £40.00 - £60.00

An antique decorative shabby chateau antique
needlepoint woven in four co-joined panels,
probably French and circa 1900, 2.45 x 2.45 m
£100.00 - £200.00

658

A pair of metallic iridescent green lined and interlined curtains with tie-backs, each curtain 95 cm
wide x 215 cm drop £50.00 - £80.00

An old Indo-Persian Tabriz carpet, the overall
repeating design of interlinked floral trails on
camel/beige ground, 406 x 300 £200.00 - £300.00

659

A long narrow Afghan-Turkomen design runner,the
red ground with two rows of geometric guls, 4.66 x
74 cm £150.00 - £200.00

660

A pair of Afghan - Belouch saddle bags, the
stylised gul design panels on red ground with long
unwoven multi-coloured fringes and with flat woven
backs, 104 x 38 cm (2) £100.00 - £150.00

661

A Turkoman carpet red/brown ground with stylised
gul design overall, 3.5m long £460.00 - £500.00

662

A Persian Hamadan rug, the stylised centre
medallion on mid-red ground, 294 x 204 cm
£60.00 - £100.00

AMENDMENT - Two pairs of lined and inter-lined
Romo curtains 'Falling leaf design' mocha ground
gold foliage, both 285 cm drop, one pair 95 cm
width each drop, one pair 195 cm width each drop
£100.00 - £150.00

641

Two boxes of assorted vintage clothing to include
a floral chintz clothes cover etc £50.00 - £60.00

642

A Frank Usher heavily beaded evening top to/w
black evening skirt (size 16) £50.00 - £80.00

643

A Belouch large rug, the tribal design of stylised
figures, animals and trees on blue/brown and
beige ground, 287 x 132 cm £100.00 - £150.00

644

A Persian Veramin rug, the field of stylised linked
flower heads on a mid blue ground, 204 x 122 cm
£150.00 - £200.00

645

A pair of Persian Kashan rugs, 1st quarter of the
663
20th century, the dusky red centre medallion
design on mid-blue floral ground, each approx. 212
x 137 cm £600.00 - £800.00
664
A Persian Kashan rug, 1st quarter of the 20th

646

century, the floral centre medallion on red/blue
ground, 220 x 136 cm £200.00 - £300.00

A Turkish kelim runner, the geometric triple
diamond pole design executed in mixed colours,
290 x 93 cm £80.00 - £120.00

666

An Ardabil design machined rug, the triple multicoloured geometric pole design on red/blue
ground, 178 x 118 cm £40.00 - £50.00

667

A Persian Qashqai rug, the central reserve with
repeating boteh design on cream ground within
repeating floral borders, 150 x 115 cm £30.00 £50.00

668

An Eastern tribal long rug, the camel ground with
stylised figures and animals executed in colours,
208 x 154 cm £60.00 - £80.00

669

A Turkish long rug, the field of repeating geometric
guls on red-brown ground, 200 x 116 cm £60.00 £80.00

An antique Kurdish runner, the star pole design on
blue ground, 256 x 118 cm £75.00 - £100.00

648

A Persian Kashan carpet, 1st quarter of the 20th
century, the centre medallion design on blue
ground well executed with flowering vines overall,
362 x 268 cm £1,200.00 - £1,500.00

649

A contemporary Caucasian Kazak design rug, the
geometric triple medallion design on pale blue/red
ground, 277 x 214 cm £120.00 - £150.00

650

A Persian Hamadan region small carpet, the
geometric design on dark blue ground, 165 x 285
cm £60.00 - £90.00

651

A belouch rug, the triple geometric medallion
design on earthy tone ground, 200 x 118 £50.00 £100.00

652

A Persian Baktiar rug, 3rd quarter 20th century,
the field of alternating diamond palmettes on green- 670
blue ground, 194 x 128 cm £100.00 - £140.00

653

An old Persian Kirman carpet, the floral centre
medallion on mid-red ground bordered by floral
garlands, 378 x 252 cm £150.00 - £200.00

671

21

A Pakistan-Afghan design small runner, mid-red
ground with two rows of stylised guls, 182 x 65 cm
£40.00 - £60.00

665

647
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An old Shiraz sumak weave tribal small carpet,
the overall repeating design of geometric guls on
mid-red ground, 322 x 205 £140.00 - £180.00

A Caucasian Kazak style rug, the re ground with
geometric panels and flower heads, 178 x 113 cm
£60.00 - £80.00
An old Persian Hamadan rug, 184 x 136 cm to/w a
small Afghan rug, the orange-red ground with two
large stylised guls, 84 x 67 cm (2) £30.00 - £40.00

672

A Belouch rug, the dusky red ground with a lattice
work of floral compartments, 194 x 122 cm £60.00
- £90.00

movement, the circular convex dial with Roman
numerals, 30 cm enamel dial and brass bezel, 56
cm overall £250.00 - £350.00

673

A Persian Shiraz tribal rug, an unusual design
712
depicting a large tiger surrounded by numerous
other beasts and birds, on red ground Red ground,
205 x 130 cm £100.00 - £140.00
713
An old Persian Hamadan rug, the mid-red ground
centred with a geometric medallion, 236 x 134 cm
£60.00 - £100.00
714

A late 19th century carved giltwood and gesso
circular mirror set with scallop shells and curled
leaf border, 72 cm dia. £200.00 - £300.00

674

675

A large Kurdish rug, the field of geometric
compartments executed in colours, 262 x 163 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

677

A Persian Shiraz small carpet, the dusky red
ground with stylised centre medallion, 260 x 164
cm £280.00 - £300.00

678

A Persian Baktiari small carpet, the pink-red
ground centred with a geometric medallion, 292 x
195 cm £120.00 - £160.00

700

701

702

A late Victorian/Edwardian mahogany oval planter
of coopered form raised on four long staves to form
the legs, mounted with brass lion mask handles,
the underside branded 'Tubs For Shrub's
Champion & Co. London' Reg. 431791 - 70 wide x
40 x 60 cm high £200.00 - £300.00

716

A harlequin set of eight Victorian mahogany dining
side chairs having overstuffed seats and raised on
reeded front legs, comprising six and two matched
(8) £400.00 - £600.00

717

AMENDED ESTIMATE A Sino-Tibetan bronze
cast Buddha's head, the surface showing much
degradation, 14 cm high £200.00 - £300.00

A pair of Regency style black basalt urn table
lamps, each with twin rams head handles by Porta
Romana £100.00 - £150.00

718

A Victorian cast iron ended garden bench,
probably Colebrookdale, bearing Reg. No. 59652
to be found on arm scroll £300.00 - £500.00

A Victorian mahogany framed buttoned spoonback
nursing chair with overstuffed serpentine seat
£40.00 - £60.00

719

A 19th century yew and elm wheel back Windsor
elbow chair £60.00 - £80.00

720

A close matched set of four 19th century elm
Windsor armchairs having hoop and spindle
backs, raised on turned 'H' stretcher united legs
(4) £300.00 - £400.00

721

A matched pair of 19th century elm Windsor
armchairs with turned legs (2) £200.00 - £300.00

722

A set of six Georgian style mahogany dining
chairs having pierced vertical splats over leather
slip seats, raised on cabriole front legs to claw
and ball feet, comprising four side chairs and a
pair of carvers (6) £150.00 - £200.00

A late 19th century Black Forest Station House
cuckoo clock, with chain fusee movement
stamped Gordian Hettich Sohne, with twin paper
bellows and striking on a spiral gong £100.00 £200.00

Fur mounted trophy rug - reindeer fawn, by Army
& Navy C S Ltd, 107 x 121 cm £60.00 - £80.00

704

Fur mounted trophy rug - possibly European Ibex,
by Army & Navy C S Ltd, 141 x 162 cm £100.00 £150.00

706

707

708

710

711

A pair of Georgian style brass three branch wall
sconces to/w a pair of twin branch sconces (4)
£30.00 - £50.00

715

703

705

A 19th century carved giltwood framed oval mirror
surmounted by an open shell, 92 x 67 cm £50.00 £80.00

A George III mahogany framed wavy back elbow
chair with upholstered seat pad raised on square
legs and two strecthers £200.00 - £250.00

A Victorian brass bound rosewood ladies vanity
box, the interior with blue flocked interior including
a lift out tray over a full width drawer, bears
engraved brass makers plate for Turrill, London,
723
within a leather travel case - fragmented £200.00 £300.00
A large group of bronze composite greyhound trio,
signed Jenna Pearson 1985, on wooden base, 43
x 84 cm overall £400.00 - £600.00

724

An interesting pair of vintage retro teak framed
725
open armchairs of Danish appearance, each
having stained faux brass inlaid decoration (with
fabric covered seat cushions) (2) £180.00 - £220.00
A 19th century French Empire style patinated
bronze mantle clock with drum movement by Japy
Freres, the case mounted with a male and female
classical figures in discussion, 43 x 40 cm
£180.00 - £220.00
A Regency mahogany drop-dial clock with fusee
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A late Victorian upholstered wing back armchair
raised on turned mahogany front legs, the legs
stamped marks on leg G or CVS to ceramic
castors £80.00 - £120.00
A Victorian rosewood cross-frame dressing stool
with fabric seat, 42 cm h x 48 cm wide x 43 cm
£40.00 - £60.00
An early Victorian mahogany dining table, the pair
of ends with rounded corners raised on turned gate
legs, united by a single wide insert, 73 cm high x
163 cm long (max) x 122 cm wide £250.00 £300.00

726

A 17th century six plank oak bible box, carved
overall £80.00 - £100.00

727

An Arts & Crafts period oak framed plantation
style chair with velour sling seat and hinge over

arms, the frame stamped RD 377675 and with
applied plaque 'Liberty & Co' £100.00 - £150.00

£350.00

728

A cast iron Victorian style hanging wall bracket
with hinged arm to a lattice form bowl - later
painted gold £60.00 - £80.00

729

A small oak plank hall chest trunk, the rectangular
top over a hinged panel carved with an armorial
device. £40.00 - £60.00

730

A late Arts & Crafts period oak framed armchair
with fabric back panel and seat £50.00 - £80.00

731

A Regency figured mahogany scroll arm carver
with needlepoint seat, raised on sabre front legs
£80.00 - £120.00

732

A Victorian burr walnut breakfast table, the oval tilt
top taised on a carved and moulded quad base to
castors, 136 cm x 104 cm x 71 cm high £300.00 £400.00

742

Thomas Wood, London, a late 18th/19th century
oak longcase clock,the 8-day movement with
arched brass and silvered dial, the arch with
strike/silent selector over subsidiary seconds and
an arched date aperture, the well figured case with
an arched door, raised on shaped bracket feet,
220 cm high £400.00 - £500.00

743

Crawford, Scarboro, an 18th/19th century
mahogany longcase clock, the eight day
movement with arched brass and silvered dial with
a polychrome man-o-war moonphase to the arch
over subsidiary seconds and dated apertures, the
case with arched door centred by a satinwood
batwing oval with unusual central keyhole, on
shaped bracket feet, 242 cm £600.00 - £1,000.00

744

Jonathan Hancock, Yeovil (Somerset), a 19th
century mahogany longcase clock, the eight-day
movement with square painted dial incorporating
secondary seconds and an arched date aperture,
194 cm high £200.00 - £300.00

745

A Victorian mahogany tripod table, the circular top
with wide band of inlaid decoration to the
circumference, raised on a baluster support to
floral hip inlaid legs, a/f 72 cm diam x 76 cm diam
£100.00 - £150.00

733

An antique oversized country spinning wheel,
largely elm, the wheel 97 cm diameter, raised on
stick legs £70.00 - £100.00

734

A Victorian mahogany side table, the rectangular
top with all-round moulded edge over a full width
frieze drawer, raised on shaped ends to bar bases
72 cm high x 151 cm wide £100.00 - £200.00

735

An 18th century oak and pollard oak cottage
dresser, the wide planked back with three shelves 746
over a three drawer frieze raised over a planked pot
board, on stile feet, 182 cm high x 151 cm wide
£400.00 - £600.00
747
A Victorian cross-banded oak longcase clock, the
8-day movement with arched painted dial signed
Josh Glover, Leicester, 217 cm high £250.00 £300.00

736

737

A Regency coromandel crossbanded rosewood
card table, the fold over canted corner top
enclosing a baize lined surface and storage well,
the frieze with a trio of gilt metal bird plaques,
raised on a gun barrel support to four outswept
legs to gilt sabot ends on castors, stamped
'Wilkinson, Ludgate Hill', 75 cm high x 92 cm wide
x 45 cm £150.00 - £200.00

A set of seven composite gilt finished ribbon top
twin scroll arm wall sconces in the George II style,
74 cm high, all a/f and untested (7) £200.00 £300.00
A late 19th century satin birch pot cupboard, the
top with drop sides over a cupboard door faced as
two dummy drawer, raised on turned reeded legs
to brass castors, stamped 'Gillow & Co', 60 cm
high x 44 cm wide £150.00 - £250.00

748

A 19th century rosewood tea caddy, the
rectangular top with gilt metal handle enclosing a
pair of lidded boxes flanking a circular well (with
cracked glass bowl) £50.00 - £60.00

749

A late 19th/20th century oak slope front stationery
cabinet, the doors hinged to reveal an arrangement
of pockets beneath a three window calendar, the
base with full width drawer having an engraved
plate 'Presented to the Rev. R. B. W. Davies M.A.
Jan 1900' £100.00 - £140.00

738

A late 17th/18th century oak coffer, the three
panel hinged top over a conforming part carved
front, raised on stile feet, 57 cm h x 98 cm wide x
56 cm £180.00 - £220.00

750

739

A 17th century oak coffer, the hinged moulded
edge top over a triple panel front with applied
geometric mouldings, on stile feet, 65 cm high x
117 cm wide x 54 cm £100.00 - £200.00

An early 20th century carved wooden rocking
horse on turned pillar safety stand, older repainted
and with replacement name and tail, probably by
F. H. Ayres, 102.5 cm high £300.00 - £500.00

751

740

An 18th century joint oak coffer, the two plank
staple hinged top over a carved frieze, raised on
stile feet £120.00 - £160.00

A set of eight Victorian bar back mahogany side
chairs with over-stuffed seats, raised on spade end
front legs comprising; two carvers and six side
chairs £200.00 - £300.00

741

Robert Moxham, Coleford (Gloucestershire), a
George III oak longcase clock, the 8-day
movement with painted arched dial having
subsidiary seconds over an arched date aperture,
the case with moulded arched top door, raised on
shaped bracket feet, 210 cm high £250.00 -

752

A 17th century oak coffer on stand, the staple
hinged top with three-quarter moulded edge
centred by an inset carved starburst design, over
lunette carved joined panel and raised on a later
stand, 83 cm high x 102 cm wide x 44 cm
£250.00 - £300.00

BidMaster Office
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753

A well executed Victorian style black japanned
and gilt pictorial decorated table, the circular top
with river, garden and village scene, raised on a
turned support to a shaped platform base on
concealed brass castors, 79 cm diameter x 72 cm
high £200.00 - £300.00

765

A Victorian burr walnut piano top davenport of
serpentine form, raised on moulded support to
concealed castors £200.00 - £300.00

766

A 19th century miniature chest of four long
graduated drawers with turned ivory pulls, on
splayed bracket feet £60.00 - £100.00

754

A late 17th/18th century oak joined chest on
stand, having four long drawers with applied
geometric mouldings, the stand with bobbin turned
supports united by square stretchers £400.00 £500.00

767

755

An early 18th century oak joined chest of four long
graduated drawers, in two sections, each having
applied geometric mouldings and brass drop pulls,
raised on shaped bracket feet £300.00 - £400.00

A late 18th/19th century Chinese Chippendale
style mahogany card table, the rectangular foldover top concealing a baize lined surface, four
counter wells over a plain frieze and raised on a
chamfered blind fret cut gatelegs on concealed
brass casters, 72 cm high x 86 cm wide x 83 cm
£200.00 - £300.00

768

An George III mahogany library bookcase, the
moulded pediment over a pair of astragal glazed
doors enclosing two division adjustable shelves
over a pair of beaded cupboard doors enclosing
three full-width slides, on shaped bracket feet, 225
cm high x 128 cm wide £300.00 - £400.00

769

Gebr Resch, Wien, a late 19th/20th century
walnut and ebonised Vienna Regulator style wall
clock, the 8-day movement with single weight,
brass bob pendulum and white enamelled dial, 108
cm high £100.00 - £140.00

756

A Regency style mahogany extending dining
table, the rounded ends with gadrooned edge over
a plain frieze, raised on reeded square tapering
legs to brass castors, complete with three leaf
inserts, circa 1900 £200.00 - £300.00

757

A Victorian rosewood library table, the rectangular
top with rounded corners over a pair of frieze
drawers raised on turned and reeded pillar ends to
concealed castors £300.00 - £400.00

758

A George III figured mahogany tea table, the
770
bowfront fold-over top on double gateleg action
over a centre frieze drawer flanked by blind drawer
front on square tapering supports to spade feet, 73 771
cm high x 100 cm wide £300.00 - £400.00

759

760

761

762

An 18th century oak coffer having a hinged three
plank top over a triple fielded panel front raised on
stile feet £180.00 - £220.00
A pair of contemporary off-white/cream damask
two-seater sofas complete with scatter cushions
(2) £200.00 - £300.00

A 19th century oak miniature Wellington chest of
five drawers on a plinth base, carrying handles to
the sides, 53 cm high x 36 cm wide £80.00 £120.00

772

A Pocher 1/8 scale model A scale model Rolls
Royce Phantom II drop head secanda coupe (part
constructed) contained within a perspex display
case, to/w construction manual and a large box of
components and parts to complete £300.00 £400.00

A Victorian rosewood card table, the fold over
rotating top raised over a moulded and carved
frieze on a turned pillar to a shaped platform base
on moulded feet and concealed castors £400.00 £500.00

773

An 18th century oval oak double gateleg supper
table, the folding sides over wavy cut ends raised
on six pad foot legs, 71 cm high x 121 cm wide x
45 cm (closed) x 137 cm (open) £300.00 - £500.00

774

A 19th century brass mounted folding campaign
butler's table on folding stand, 90 cm x 69 cm
(open) x 73 cm high £100.00 - £150.00

775

An Edwardian mahogany butler's tray on folding
stand, 84 cm high x 54 cm wide £100.00 - £140.00

776

A 19th century copper and brass cylinder log bin
on paw feet, 40 cm high x 40 cm dia. £40.00 £60.00

777

An antique elm stool with turned stick legs, to/w a
pine coaching stool (2) £60.00 - £80.00

778

A brass and silvered Orrery astrological clock by
Kellar, Peesemore, the 8-day twin movement
driving a six planet train controlled by eleven
jewelled platform escapement raised on a turned
wooden plinth under a glass dome, to/w original
documents £500.00 - £700.00

779

An 18th century style feather-banded walnut
kneehole desk, circa. 1900 £150.00 - £250.00

A Victorian mahogany sofa table, the rectangular
top having rounded drop ends over two frieze
drawers opposing blind drawer front, raised on
chamfered slab ends on downswept legs united by
a an octagonal turned stretcher and arched
supports, Irish origin, 73 cm high x 92 cm wide
(closed) x 75 cm £500.00 - £700.00
A late 17th/18th century oak jointed coffer, the
single plank hinged top with moulded edge over a
twin panelled front, on stile feet, 47 cm high x 87
cm wide x 40 cm £180.00 - £220.00

763

An 18th century oak mule chest, the single wide
plank hinged top enclosing a deep storage well
with fitted candle box over three fielded ogee
panels and two drawers, raised on shaped bracket
feet, 152 x 58 x 91 cm high £180.00 - £200.00

764

An antique walnut and elm cricket table, the well
figured circular top raised on three turned legs
united by a turned stretcher, 58 cm high x 57 cm
dia. £600.00 - £1,000.00

BidMaster Office
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780

A Victorian carved giltwood and gesso overmantel
in the aesthetic style with applied floral
components, the original mirror plate flanked by
three-quarter turned and knopped pilasters, circa
1880, 170 cm high x 142 cm wide £500.00 £600.00

781

An 18th century oak chest of four long graduated
drawers having applied moulded edges and raised
on shaped bracket feet, 90 cm high x 92 cm wide
£400.00 - £600.00

782

An 18th century mahogany lowboy with three
frieze drawers over a fret cut arched apron, raised
on deep chamfered square legs, 72 cm high x 77
cm wide £300.00 - £400.00

783

A Victorian mahogany spider table having a drop
leaf top raised on eight turned legs to pad feet,
united by conforming stretchers, 71 cm high x 60
cm wide £150.00 - £200.00

784

A George III mahogany bureau, the fall enclosing a
fitted interior of drawers and niches over two short
and three long graduated cockbeaded drawers,
raised on shaped bracket feet, 104 cm x 104 cm
wide £150.00 - £200.00

785

An antique sailor's trunk decorated with a picture
of an English man-o-war and stencilled 'Bosun
Gareth Jones 1860', 36 cm high x 70 cm wide x
46 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

doors enclosing adjustable shelves over three
drawers and conforming arched panel cupboards,
raised on a plinth base, 222 cm high x 185 cm
wide £600.00 - £800.00
793

A Victorian mahogany chiffonier bookcase, the
moulded cornice over a pair of glazed arched pane
doors enclosing shelves over two frieze drawers
and pair of arched panel cupboard doors, on a
plinth base, 226 cm high x 94 cm wide x 45 cm
£80.00 - £120.00

794

An 18th century oak low dresser, the stage back
shelf with five drawers over a wide rectangular two
plank top of inverted breakfront form over a centred
drawer and cupboard, flanked by three drawers to
each side, raised on (reduced) ogee bracket feet,
84 cm high x 192 cm wide x 54 cm £800.00 £1,200.00

795

A large good quality Regency mahogany breakfast
table, the rectangular tilt top form of two unusually
wide solid planks with rounded moulded corners,
raised on a short column with moulded acanthus
collar to a triform platform base, on three well
formed paw feet and concealed castors. 157 cm
wide x 122 cm x 72.5 cm h £400.00 - £600.00

796

A 18th century Italian marquetry inlaid fruitwood
chest of four long drawers with applied mouldings,
raised on shaped feet £150.00 - £200.00

797

Victorian mahogany work table, the drop leaf top
over two drawers opposing dummy drawers, raised
on square tapering supports to a shaped platform
base on castors £80.00 - £120.00

798

A cross-banded and shell inlaid red walnut tripod
table, the shaped tilt top raised on a baluster
turned support to shaped legs on pad feet, bears
retailer's plate for B. Altman & Co. New York, 70
cm high x 67 cm wide £80.00 - £120.00

786

A 19th century gilt bronze Marley horse table lamp
after Cousteau, 40 cm high £200.00 - £300.00

787

An inlaid satinwood two tier circular revolving
bookcase of graduated form raised on a base
terminating in cast paw feet on castors, 45 cm dia
x 87.5 cm high £400.00 - £600.00

788

A 19th century Continental probably Gustavian
longcase clock with associated 8-day twin fusee
799
movement by Payne & Co., 63 New Bond St.,
London, no. 4478, with painted arched dial within a
tall heavily distressed painted case, the hood with
glazed panels to the top over curtained side doors, 800
£400.00 - £600.00

789

An Edwardian red walnut narrow open bookcase,
the carved and moulded cornice over five
adjustable shelves, raised on a moulded plinth and
bun feet, 199 cm high x 58 cm wide x 29 cm
£200.00 - £300.00

790

A George III oak bureau bookcase having a pair of
astragal glazed doors enclosing adjustable
shelves over a fall front enclosing adjustable
shelves over a fall front enclosing an interior of
drawers and niches around a centre cupboard over
five long graduated cock-beaded drawers raised on
ogee moulded bracket feet, 215 cm high x 107 cm
wide £100.00 - £150.00

791

A Regency mahogany framed sofa with green
tartan upholstery, raised on turned legs, 225 cm
long £100.00 - £150.00

792

A Victorian mahogany breakfront library bookcase,
the moulded cornice over four glazed pane cabinet
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A trio of 19th/20th century graduated mahogany
occasional tables raised on twin turned ends to
bar bases £80.00 - £120.00
Arthur Brett & Sons Ltd, a fine quality Queen
Anne style feather banded burr walnut bureau
cabinet, the broken swan-neck pediment over a
pair of arched fielded panel doors over a hinged
slope, enclosing a well fitted interior of drawers,
niches and slide top storage well, over two short
and two long graduated drawers, raised on shaped
bracket feet, bears plate engraved 'Made for
Michael Newitt, Number seven', 230 cm h x 104
cm w.
Notes: We understand from the vendor this
cabinet is one of only eight produced, sold with an
article from 'The Telegraph' dated 1979, illustrating
and discussing the cabinet and makers £2,000.00
- £3,000.00

801

A heavily weathered pair of reconstituted stone
seated lions, 50 cm high (2) £100.00 - £200.00

802

A William & Mary feather-banded walnut chest of
two short over three long drawers, each with brass
plates and pulls, raised on a later stand £800.00 -

£1,000.00
803

A late 17th century joined oak chest of two short
over three long drawers, each with applied
mouldings and ring pulls, raised on short stile feet
£600.00 - £800.00

804

A Victorian rosewood occasional table, the
circular top raised on an octagonal pillar to a
shaped tri-form base £120.00 - £180.00

805

A pair of Victorian oak hall chairs having broken
swan-neck back rails and raised on square
section front legs £100.00 - £150.00

Listed in Bailey/Britten as from 1799-1847,
therefore making this example one of the makers
earliest clocks and hence presumably explains
the multi-signing due to 'pride'. £1,000.00 £1,500.00
814

William Wise, Wantage, a part George III
diminutive scale 8-day longcase clock, the twin
train movement striking the hours on a bell, the
engraved silvered square dial with man-o-war off
the coast, 143 cm high £800.00 - £1,200.00

815

A 19th century mahogany wheel barometer with
silvered dials and mercury barometer, named for
Stainland of Malton, 98 cm overall £60.00 - £80.00

816

A George III oak longcase clock, the 8-day
movement with brass dial having subsidiary
seconds, 230 cm high overall £300.00 - £400.00

817

An antique cast iron fire back decorated in relief
with a vase of flowers, 90 x 74 cm £80.00 - £120.00

818

An 18th century cross and feather-banded burr
walnut bureau, the slope front hinged to reveal a
fitted interior of arches and drawers over a slide
top storage well over one long, two short and two
further long drawers, raised on shaped bracket
feet, 103 cm high x 101 cm wide £300.00 - £500.00

819

A carved giltwood and satinwood wall mirror, 102
cm high x 71 cm wide £80.00 - £120.00

820

809

An early 19th century cross-banded satinwood
sofa table, the top with rounded drop ends over a
pair of frieze drawers opposing dummy drawers,
raised on twin pillar end supports to swept legs,
70 cm high x 110 cm wide £500.00 - £700.00

A 19th century mahogany secretaire bookcase,
the broken swan-neck pediment over a moulded
and Greek key cornice, a pair of astragal glazed
cabinet doors enclosing adjustable shelves, fitted
secretaire drawer and further three long graduated
drawers with brass swan-neck fittings, raised on
shaped bracket feet 213 cm high x 115 cm wide x
60 cm deep £200.00 - £300.00

810

A George III mahogany concertina action
821
extending dining table, having drop leaf ends and
two wide insert leaves, rasied on five reeded turned
legs to brass castors £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

811

A 17th century oak coffer, the three panel staple
hinged top over a conforming front, raised on stile
feet, 67 cm high x 125 cm wide £250.00 - £350.00

A 19th century mahogany secretaire bookcase,
the moulded cornice over a pair of astragal glazed
doors enclosing adjustable shelves, over a fitted
secretaire drawer and three long graduated
drawers, raised on shaped bracket feet, 210 cm
high x 100 cm wide x 54 cm deep £200.00 £250.00

812

A Victorian mahogany low bookcase, having a pair
of arched glazed panel doors enclosing adjustable
shelves flanked by moulded pillars to a plinth
base, 107 cm high x 123 cm wide x 46 cm
£100.00 - £200.00

806

A 19th century satinwood and rosewood and
mahogany sideboard of inverted breakfront form
having a centre drawer over an arched apron
flanked by two drawers and a cupboard, raised on
six ring turned supports, the drawer stamped
'Wilson, Great Queen St., London', 93 cm high x
159 cm wide £100.00 - £150.00

807

A Victorian mahogany drop leaf occasional table,
having two drawers to one end opposing dummy
drawers, raised on ring turned legs to brass
castors, 71 cm high x 36 cm wide £180.00 £220.00

808

An early Victorian mahogany occasional table, the
rectangular top over a full width frieze drawer,
stamped 'Gillow', raised on a shaped tapering
support to a shaped platform on four scroll feet on
concealed castors, 71 cm high x 61 cm wide
£500.00 - £600.00

813

Josiah Bartholomew, Clerkenwell, a George III
figured mahogany bracket clock, the 8-day twin
fusee movement striking the hours on a bell and
pull cord repeat, the arched enamelled dial with
slow/fast regulator over subsidiary seconds and
strike/silent and unusually dated '1797', with gilt
hands, the case with brass fret cut side panels
and raised on bracket feet, 45.5 cm high
Notes: to/w clock repairers records late 1990's to
date, these record the movement is signed and
date stamped repeatedly on the back of the dial,
on the front plate, scratch signed on both dial
back and front plate, the inside of the bell also.
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821A An early 18th century oak chest on stand, the
moulded pediment over two short and three long
drawers, on a stand with single long drawer, on
shaped bracket feet £250.00 - £350.00
822

A regency rosewood teapoy, the sarcophagus
shaped box with fitted interior incorporating four
lidded canisters flanking a pair of circular wells,
raised on a column with moulded acanthus leaf
collar on four shaped legs to brass paw caps and
castors £200.00 - £300.00

823

Set of six 19th century rope back dining chairs
with overstuffed cream velour seats (6) £200.00 £400.00

824

An ammonite, heavily weathered 44 cm high, to/w
a pair of granite boulders (3) £150.00 - £200.00

825

Keith McCarter (b.1936), 'Chiltern Form', a large
patinated bronze abstract sculpture to/w the

associated title plate 'Unveiled by Sir Peter
Mansefield MA C.Eng F.R.AE.S on 17 October
1979 to mark the Completion of the Thames
Industrial Estate by Lovell Developments', 150 cm
high x 170 cm wide. A similarly large example by
this artist can be observed in its current location at
the Wingate Plaza, off Little Somerset Street,
London. £4,000.00 - £6,000.00

836

An 18th century cross-banded walnut chest of four
short over three long graduated drawers with brass
acorn drop pulls, raised on later shaped bracket
feet, 92 cm high x 97 cm wide £200.00 - £300.00

837

A Victorian rosewood writing box with flush brass
campaign-style handles £100.00 - £120.00

838

An early 20th century walnut cased eight-day
mantel clock with silvered dial incorporating a
subsidiary strike/silent and fast/slow, chiming on
twin spiral gongs, 38 cm high £80.00 - £120.00

839

A pair of George III flame mahogany knife boxes,
the hinged slope tops enclosing velvet lined multicompartment interiors, mounted with brass
carrying handles and lock plates, raised on ogee
moulded bracket feet, 35.5 cm high £250.00 £300.00

826

A Victorian Admiral Fitzroy forecasting barometer
with printed paper scales and text within an oak
Gothic style case, 105 cm £400.00 - £500.00

827

An Edwardian Sheraton Revival polychrome
decorated satinwood bergere armchair, the cane
back centred by a figural decorated oval tablet over
cane seat, raised on turned legs £200.00 - £300.00

828

A 19th century yew and elm Windsor armchair
with stick back over a single piece elm seat,
raised on a crinoline stretcher
£150.00 - £250.00

840

A Victorian mahogany and satinwood miniature
table cabinet having a pair of doors enclosing five
graduated drawers with original turned ivory pulls,
raised on splayed bracket feet united by a shaped
apron 30 x 30 cm £100.00 - £150.00

A George III mahogany secretaire chest, the drop
front fitted secretaire with niches and drawers over
three long graduated drawers, raised on shaped
bracket feet, 107 cm high x 95 cm £200.00 £300.00

841

A 17th/18th century feather-banded walnut chest
of two short over three long graduated drawers,
raised on later shaped bracket feet, 88 cm high x
99 cm wide, the handles replaced,
restorations/repairs, originally a chest on stand
£300.00 - £400.00

842

A Victorian studded pony skin domed trunk, the
interior paper lined and bearing retail's label 'The
Original Trunk & Bucket Warehouse', 'Seebrook',
London £60.00 - £80.00

843

A 17th century joined oak chest of two short over
three long graduated drawers raised on stile feet,
98 x 96 cm wide £150.00 - £200.00

844

An oak slope front stationary cabinet, having a pair
of doors enclosing a fitted interior of niches, pen
rest, ink bottles beneath a manual three window
calendar, the base with full width pull-out fold-over
writing slope, 38 cm high x 38 cm wide £80.00 £120.00

845

A George III mahogany bureau, the fall enclosing
an interior of niches and drawers centred by a
cupboard over four long graduated cock-beaded
drawers, raised on shaped bracket feet, 104 cm
high x 101 cm wide £160.00 - £200.00

829

830

A scarce AVL Buguinho buggy (or mini Carro
Buggy) manufactured 1972, 4HP four stroke petrol
engine on tubular steel chassis with fibreglass
single piece body in silver flecked blue livery, twin
bench seat, front plate 'AV52 / SP 1972 AVL', on
original deep rim wheels, appears complete and
original with enamel bonnet badge, alloy makers
plate etc and sold with original bill of sale dated
15/12/72, AVL product range brochure, engine
documents etc £300.00 - £500.00

831

A 1978 vintage Honda NF75 moped, yellow,
showing 4,508 miles, complete and original sold
with keys, owners manual, service book, invoices,
V5 present - last used 1982, motor turns freely
£100.00 - £200.00

832

WITHDRAWN Benetfink & Co, Cheapside,
London, a Victorian Gothic oak cased bracket
clock, the German 8-day movement by Lenzlirch
no. 52/763306 striking on twin spiral gongs, the
gilt dial with applied tracery and silvered chapter
ring, 56 cm high £800.00 - £1,000.00

833

Cattelli & Co, Worcester, a 19th century inlaid
satinwood wheel barometer with engraved silvered 846
dial and thermometer, 98 cm £100.00 - £150.00

834

A late 19th/20th century crossbanded satin walnut
vitrine table, raised on slender tapering legs united
by a undertier, 69 cm h x 66 cm wide £120.00 £160.00

835

847

A Victorian satinwood inlaid rosewood bracket
clock, the 8-day triple chain fusee movement
quarter striking on eight bells and a spiral gong
with pull cord repeat, the engraved silvered chapter 848
ring on an arched gilt dial incorporating subsidiary
strike/silent and Westminster chime selectors,
unsigned 54 cm h £1,000.00 - £1,500.00
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A Victorian mahogany work table, the drop leaf top
with drawers to one end opposing dummy
drawers, raised on an octagonal support to
moulded quad legs terminated by brass paw ends
and castors £250.00 - £300.00
A late Victorian rosewood four-division Canterbury
with drawer beneath, raised on turned legs to
brass castors
£100.00 - £140.00
A late Victorian mahogany chiffonier bookcase,
the pair of glazed pane doors enclosing adjustable
shelves over a pair of arched panel cupboards on a
plinth base, 213 cm high x 93 cm wide £180.00 £220.00

849

A pair of japanned and gilt decorated table lamps
in the style of tea canisters by Porta Romana Ltd.
(2) £150.00 - £200.00

850

A 19th century mahogany dining table, the double
d-ends united by a drop leaf centre table, raised
on square tapering supports - 161 cm long (min) x
277 cm (max x 123 cm x 73 cm high) £400.00 £500.00

851

An 18th century oak mule chest, the two plank top
hinged over a cross-banded four panel front and
two drawers, raised on ogee moulded bracket feet
£100.00 - £150.00

852

863

An early Victorian mahogany inverted breakfront
library bookcase, the stepped pediment over a pair
of glazed pane doors enclosing adjustable
shelves, flanked by full height reeded turned
pilasters over three drawers and cupboards, on a
plinth base, 206 cm high x 129 cm wide £500.00 £700.00

864

A Victorian mahogany chest of two short over
three long graduated drawers, each with brass
swan neck fittings, raised on shaped bracket feet
£180.00 - £220.00

865

A Victorian/Edwardian buttoned tan/brown leather
Chesterfield sofa with brass studded detail, raised
on concealed castors, 195 cm wide x 72 cm high
£1,000.00 - £1,500.00

866

A Victorian walnut card table, the serpentine foldover top revealing a circular baize lined surface,
raised on a turned acanthus carved support to
hipped quadraform legs on ceramic castors, 74
cm high x 89 cm wide £200.00 - £300.00

867

A Victorian rosewood mirror-backed chiffonier with
a full width frieze drawer over a pair of fielded panel
cupboards, flanked by full turned pilasters and
raised on a plinth base with flat rounded feet, 147
cm high x 107 cm wide £300.00 - £400.00

868

A 19th century library armchair in heavily
distressed condition, retaining the original leather
upholstered back, seat and arms, raised on
mahogany legs £200.00 - £300.00

869

A George III mahogany 'Cumberland' action dining
table, the drop leaf top raised on a concertina
expanding with four turned columns with reeded
outswept legs terminated by brass paw caps on
castors £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

870
An Edwardian 'His Master's Voice' mahogany
gramophone cabinet retailed by Alfred Hays,
London, the turntable with chrome plated arm over
two pairs of cupboard doors, 110 cm high £100.00 £150.00
871

A pair of Regency style mahogany framed and
leather upholstered tub chairs, with turned arm
supports on turned tapering front legs (2) £300.00 £400.00

A 19th century mahogany platform toilet mirror,
the patinated silvered plate raised over a three
drawer base, 48 cm wide x 28 cm x 62 cm high
£40.00 - £60.00

853

A late Victorian mahogany two drawer side table,
raised on turned, reeded legs £140.00 - £160.00

854

James Rippin, Spalding, a Victorian brass inlaid
flame mahogany mantel clock with 8-day single
chain fusee movement - a/f, 38 cm high £180.00 £200.00

855

A Chinese or Korean rectangular cabinet with
central hinged doors and integral padlock beneath
four similar drawers, 103 x 50 x 99cm, 20th
Century £80.00 - £120.00

856

A 19th century mahogany bureau, the fall
enclosing an interior of niches and drawers over
four long graduated drawers, raised on shaped
bracket feet £150.00 - £200.00

857

858

movement with white enamelled dial and
subsidiary seconds, driven by brass weights, 125
cm h. £150.00 - £300.00

A cut-down four blade WWI propeller boss
mounted with an 8-day clock, the silvered dial
signed Reid & Sons, Newcastle on Tyne, the boss
multi-stamped 'R.A.F.1A / R.F.2.C / T 7448 / WD
10098 and with applied brass presentation plate
'Best Wishes From Dink, Notch, Higg, Will, Ham
15/9/1916 - 48 cm high. £150.00 - £200.00

859

A George III mahogany blanket box on stand with
brass strap hinges and lock plate raised on
cabriole legs, 88 cm high x 120 cm wide £350.00 £450.00

860

872
A Victorian profusely carved mirror backed twin
pedestal sideboard, the rectangular mirror within a
wide frame with carved masks and scrolling foliage
over an inverted breakfront with three frieze
873
drawers, raised on a cupboard and cellarette
pedestal to plinth bases, 195 cm h x 187 cm wide
874
£200.00 - £400.00

861

862

A set of six mahogany dining chairs in the
Georgian style with shaped and moulded back
rails over pierced vertical splats and brown slip
seats comprising; pair of carvers and four dining
chairs (6) £100.00 - £150.00
A pair of Chilean ornate carved wood stirrups with
leather straps, to/w a pair of brass and steel spurs
£40.00 - £60.00
A painted metal milk churn, to/w a cream churn
(2) £50.00 - £80.00
A pair of Comet copper 'Port' and 'Starboard'
quadrant lamps with electric fittings, 44 cm high
overall £80.00 - £120.00

A stained walnut topped table raised on twin cast
iron tripod bases in the manner of Coalbrookdale,
76 cm high x 152 cm wide £200.00 - £300.00

875

A 19th century Raymond Patent New England
type sewing machine - boxed £100.00 - £150.00

A Victorian / Edwardian walnut cased 'Vienna
Regulator' wall clock, the two train 8-day

876

A 19th century sewing machine by White Sewing
Machine Co., Cleveland, Ohio, retailed by G.
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Benford of Brighton - boxed, to/w an unboxed
sewing machine named for Rimington of
Newcastle (2) £80.00 - £120.00
877

19th/early 20th century, 28 cm long to/w a trio of
bronze alloy figures, each 7cm high and a similar
Ganesh elephant god statue, 9 cm high £60.00 £90.00

A scarce pair of Victorian Scottish cast and
wrought iron Automatic Cycle Stands by G. R.
Robertson, Kirkaldy £200.00 - £300.00

878

Two large-scale Pelham Puppets - Pinnochio and
Bimbo the Clown - both boxed £100.00 - £200.00

879

A pair of giltwood brackets, modelled with
cherubs, 26 cm wide £50.00 - £70.00

880

A Weymouth-Cooke Naval Range Finder Pat No
1599/1914, by T Cooke & Sons Ltd London with
engraved brass 16 cm disc, in teak case £60.00 £80.00

881

A Walkers 'Excelsior' IV Patent Ship-Log
(Outrigger Pattern, in original box), to/w a large
teak ship's block (2) £60.00 - £90.00

882

A Cassens & Plath ship's compass on gimbals, to
be viewed from above and below, with calibrated
brass bezel, 22 cm £60.00 - £80.00

883

A WW1 (or earlier) German 21 cm (8") brass
Howitzer shell-case stamped 'Patronenfabrik
Karlsruhe Sept 1911' £40.00 - £60.00

884

A large brass Bourdon Pressure Gauge by Ruston
& Hornsby, Lincoln, 28 cm diameter £50.00 £80.00

885

A brass marine barometer with matching clock,
the 9 cm enamel dial inscribed for T. Mattocks of
Bournemouth £60.00 - £90.00

886

A Foster Instruments Optical pyrometer, in leather
case, to/w a heliograph (2) £40.00 - £60.00

887

A fitted wicker picnic set, including kettle, to/w an
electrotherapy machine, a resistance-tester and a
Negretti & Zambra brass-mounted thermometer all boxed (4) £60.00 - £90.00

888

A 19th century strung rosewood zither with
engraved nickel plates and ivory mounts, in
stained wood box £40.00 - £60.00

889

A German rosewood and ivory zither by Nenner &
Hornsteiner, Mittenwald, with engraved nickel plate
and ivory keys, in case £40.00 - £60.00

890

A turned wood bass crumhorn (archaic woodwind
instrument), 135 cm £80.00 - £120.00

891

A set of brass and stained wood grocery scales
£30.00 - £40.00

892

A pre-war vintage painted wood toy truck inscribed
'Pratts Spirit', containing four miniature petrol
cans, inscribed 'Pratts High Test Sealed', 46 cm
£40.00 - £60.00

893

A Benin-type bronze group of a rearing horse and
rider brandishing a sword (20th century), 27 cm
high £60.00 - £100.00

894

A pair of African sand-cast bronze figures of
mounted soldiers, 28 x 31 cm £50.00 - £80.00

895

An Ashante fertility doll, or 'Akua'ba' doll, carved
wooden disk shaped headed figure probably late
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896

A wooden bowl with carved crocodile head handle,
late 19th/20th century, probably Sepik River,
Papua New Guinea, the hollowed ovoid bowl
banded with geometric decoration, with woven
bindings, 60 cm long.
Provenance:by repute collected by John W.
Frings, author of 'My Island of Dreams' pub.
Newnes, London circa 1930's, the item acquired
while living on Dunk Island or around Queensland,
Australia in the 1920's £70.00 - £100.00

897

A carved wood fertility figure, Sepik River, Papua
New Guinea, late 19th/20th century, a well
endowed standing male figure with rafia skirt, 57
cm high to/w a carved wood food hook with carved
mask head and a small carved mask (3)
£70.00 - £100.00

898

A 19th century coconut shell bowl, probably
Kalinga, Phillipines, the bowl with incised
geometric decoration mounted on a pierced
through rough turned tapering shaft handle with a
textured surface, 55 cm long (the shell 9 cm
diameter)
Provenance:by repute collected by John W.
Frings, author of 'My Island of Dreams' pub.
Newnes, London circa 1930's, the item acquired
while living on Dunk Island (Queensland, Australia)
in the 1920's £60.00 - £100.00

899

A good 19th century hardwood Zulu knobkerrie or
iwisa, the ball head over a turned shaft decorated
with four wide bands of brass/copper wire, the ball
8 cm diameter, 67 cm long £150.00 - £200.00

900

An scarce 19th century South African Zulu/Swazi
knobkerrie, the off-set ball head with dished
scalloped top carved 'Zululand 1879', over a turned
shaft etched with eight battle honours 'Battle of
Ginginholvo 2.4.79', 'Relief of Ekowe 3.4.79', 'Fort
Chelmsford 25.4.79', 'Fort Crealock 10.5.79',
'Camp Inyezane River 17.6.79', 'Camp Napoleon
Hill 21.6.79', 'Umlalast Plains 29.6.79', 'Umlatoost
River 5.7.79' and further carved 'Sergt. J. Smith
91st P.L.A. Highlanders', well patinated, 67.5 cm
long, a rare Zulu War artefact £1,000.00 £1,500.00

901

An Underwood & Underwood of New York 1904
patent stereoscope with folding handle, to/w a
similar viewer and a collection of over 60 19th
century and later cards, including Sino Japanese
War, Boer War, cotton picking, architecture, etc.
in a blind-fret carved box £50.00 - £80.00

902

A model gipsy caravan sub-frame with cast metal
wheels, 71 cm long overall £40.00 - £60.00

903

A well-detailed painted wood model of a Dunton
Ledge Gipsy Caravan by D. F. Haynes, 1980, with
Certificate of Merit from the Woodworker Show, 44
x 80 cm overall with associated printed matter
£300.00 - £500.00

904

Andres, Hunisak & Turner, 'The Art of Florence',
two vols. Artalvas New York, 1988, in slip case
£20.00 - £40.00

919

905

Robson, John & Lewer (Ed) Canaries, Hybrids and
British Birds, London: The Waverley Book
920
Company 1922, half calf and tan cloth 4to, to/w
Morris, Rev F. O., A History of British Birds, 4th,
921
in six vols, London: John C. Nimmo 1895, gilt dec.
green cloth 4to (7) £50.00 - £80.00

906

A quantity of books, pamphlets and vintage
photographs on the subject of transport, including
ships, cars, buses, etc. (box) £40.00 - £60.00

907

Maclean, Alistair, Where Eagles Dare, 1st,
London: Collins 1967, d/w 8vo £30.00 - £40.00

908

909

910

911

912

913

A pair of WW2 German Kreigsmarine Flak/Artillery
binoculars on tripod, D. F. 10 x 80 dkl no. 21983
by Emil Busch, with rubber brow-pad and rangefinder wheel (seized) £300.00 - £400.00
A large pair of turret binoculars, 15 x 40 , with
brass end-caps, on rolling stand £400.00 - £600.00
A Negretti & Zambra, London, brass three-drawer
telescope with leather sleeve and end-caps, 80 cm
overall £40.00 - £60.00

922

Various books, including Film Parade, Window
Gardening and Nelson and His Times, cigarette
cards, etc. (box) £40.00 - £60.00

A pair of World War I binoculars by Ross of
London, the leather case inscribed 'Lewis Machine
Gun 5155, J Cripps 1916' to/w a rivetted leathercased ordinance box (probably US WWII) and a
tin water-canteen, a 1915 trench-whistle, small
compass-fob and related items including capbadges £50.00 - £100.00

923

Bairnsfather, Capt. Bruce, five editions of
'Fragments from France' (WW1), to/w an Oxford
Pamphlets issue 'Who Hitler Is' (1939) (5) £60.00 £80.00

Three German iron crosses; a Gott Mit Uns belt
buckle; 1918-18 Cross with swords; two Third
Reich Badges; and two small medal badges (9)
£60.00 - £80.00

924

London, Jack, The Son of the Wolf', Tales of the
Far North, 1st, Boston and New York, Houghton,
Mifflin & Co, The Riverside Press, Cambridge
1900, silvered dec cloth 8vo to/w a 1910
Merchants National Bank of San Francisco
cheque signed by Jack London, for $11.99 (2)
£200.00 - £300.00

A small assortment of British military cap badges
including Highland Light Infantry; The West Riding;
South Staffordshire; The Leinster;
Northamptonshire; Royal warwickshire; The
Wiltshire Regiment; Gloucestershire; The Border
Regiment; The Wiltshire Regiment etc etc (18)
£30.00 - £40.00

925

Shepherd, Thomas H, Metropolitan Views, or
London in the Nineteenth Century, in two vols - vol
I with the text, vol II with a great number of steel
engravings, London; Jones & Co, 1827/29 dec gilt
half red morocco and textured board, 4to £60.00 £80.00

A WW1 death plaque to Thomas John Fouldes
Note: CWGC records state - Captain "A" Battery
RFA, killed 25/06/1918 age:26. Mentioned in
Despatches. Grave Reference: A. 5. Cemetery:
KARASOULI MILITARY CEMETERY £30.00 £40.00

926

Williams, R E (Edit) A Century of Punch, the
1,000 Best Drawings, 1st, London; William
Heinemann Ltd, 1956, 4to red cloth, d/w af to/w a
1960 reprint (no d/w) (2) £20.00 - £40.00

A quantity of replica medals - mostly WWI
German and Belgium, with related ephemera
including some vintage items (box) £50.00 £100.00

927

An early 19th century rosewood desk-stand with
brass inlay, turned handle and lower drawer, with
two associated glass ink bottles, 27.5 cm wide,
to/w a silver, tortoiseshell and pique-work
hairbrush, London 1913 (2) £150.00 - £200.00

A British army steel helmet, dated 1940, to/w a
pair of spurs and a WWI Verner's pattern military
compass, the case stamped 'D Stocks 1918
Edinburgh', a leather compass-case and an empty
watch-case £50.00 - £80.00

928

A 19th century percussion lock carbine rifle with
67 cm barrel and crudely made action to/w two
Chinese broadswords with engraved 60 cm blades
(3) - by repute these items were acquired during
the Boxer Rebellion £50.00 - £80.00

914

A maritime bilge-lamp by Naylor of Wigan, the
shield engraved 'Cinque Ports', 40 cm £60.00 £90.00

915

A Victorian brass maritime bilge-lamp by Evan
Thomas, Aberdare, Southwall, no.B6, engraved on 929
top-plate 'W. Risbridger, 1887, 26 cm £40.00 £60.00

916

A brass miner's safety lamp, the Patent Utility
Lamp Type A.1 by The Protector Lamp & Lighting
Co. Ltd., Eccles £40.00 - £60.00

917

A vintage bakelite Michelin advertising ashtray
£40.00 - £60.00

918

A pair of German WW2 Uboat binoculars,
Benutzer 8 x 60, no.370557 b/c, in pale khaki
£100.00 - £150.00

BidMaster Office
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An 1803 pattern General Officer's sword stamped
'JJ Runkel, Solingen' on back-strap, the 82 cm
curved blade engraved with stylised dragons, the
gilt brass hilt with wired leather grip and lion's
head pommel (af - lacks scabbard) £60.00 £100.00

930

A Victorian 1822 pattern military sword with 83 cm
etched blade by Clowes & Woodward of Dublin,
the pierced gilt hilt with VR cipher and wired
fishskin grip, to/w a painted metal scabbard (a/f)
£50.00 - £70.00

931

An antique malacca walking/swordstick, to/w a

walking stick with electro plated mounts and a
modern stick with composite duck's head handle
(3) £30.00 - £50.00
932

933

fitted case with accessories £80.00 - £120.00
944

An ebony cane with silver top, Aaron Bros, London
1927, to/w a vintage steel angler's gaff with
945
telescopic brass shaft and turned wood handle,
and a folding landing net in canvas slip case (3)
£40.00 - £60.00
946
A Milbro Scout 177 air rifle £30.00 - £50.00

934

A BSA Meteor 22 air rifle with Nikko Stirling Reflex
scope £60.00 - £90.00

935

A 12-gauge side-by-side boxlock shotgun 17261
with ejector and 72.5 cm barrels, hatched walnut
forestock and butt, Italian-made for Vickers
Works, Sheffield, with canvas slip-case
Note: The purchaser will be required to provide
valid Shotgun Certificate, a copy of which will
retained £100.00 - £200.00

Two small Art Deco period silver-patinated bronze
nude dancing girls in the manner of Lorenzl, 18 cm
high, on onyx plinths, 24 cm high £80.00 - £120.00
Two small Art Deco period gilt-patinated bronze
figures of dancing girls on points, standing on
hemispheres and onyx and slate ribbed bases,
signed 'Lorenzl', 27 cm overall £200.00 - £300.00

947

A Swiss Art Deco gilt brass strut clock, the
tortoiseshell tonneau dial with silvered chapter
ring, bevelled glass, in fitted leather travel-case
£40.00 - £60.00

948

An Art Deco style mantel clock from Fortnum &
Mason, with 8-day Swiss movement and enamel
and gilt dial in pink glass surround, on hinged
chrome bracket and stepped base 16 x 23 cm
to/w another Art Deco strut-clock with watered-silk
effect 10.5 cm square dial and bevel-glazed brass
frame (2)
£50.00 - £80.00

949

A French brass carriage clock with enamel dial
and bevelled glass panels 15 cm high overall
£40.00 - £60.00

950

An English brass carriage clock with enamel dial,
15 cm high (including handle), and a French
brass carriage clock with enamel dial, 14 cm high
overall (including handle) (2)
£50.00 - £70.00

951

A brass carriage clock striking on a coiled gong
with enamel dial and bevelled glass panels, with
leather travel-case £100.00 - £150.00

952

Two French brass carriage clocks of similar
appearance, 14.5 cm high overall (including
handle) £50.00 - £80.00

953

An Art Deco Bulle electric mantle clock by
Pinchin Johnson, with octagonal silvered dial,
under a glass dome with stepped wood base
£100.00 - £150.00

954

Ten miniature petit point embroidered squares,
depicting landscape and floral sprays, mounted in
two frames to/w a Georgian silk longstitch oval
embroidery of a young lady (3) £80.00 - £120.00

955
An Arab dagger jimbaya with decorative hilt and
scabbard, on embroidered belt, to/w a machete
with stitched leather scabbard and grip (2) £50.00 956
£80.00

A 17th century Robert Morden county map,
Buckinghamshire, 42 x 35 cm, framed and glazed
£50.00 - £80.00

936

A pair of Edwardian Military issue binoculars by
Ross of London, 1903, the leather case stamped
'Medium', and 'J B Brooks & Co Ltd, 1913 2 7/16'
£40.00 - £60.00

937

A WW1 period canvas sleeping bag roll with white
stencilled inscription 'G T Bray 2nd Lieut RWS
Regt 2/4th "The Queen's" T F', to/w a canvas suitcover with Cunard luggage labels (2)
Note: K-I-A 09/08/15, aged 30, The Queens
(RWS) "D" Company 2nd/4th Bn. formerly 5th Bn,
Panel 30/31 Helles Memorial, Greece.
M-I-D records state 'Though wounded himself, he
was seen to fall whilst carrying a wounded man on
Scimitar Hill, Son of His Honour Judge Sir Edward
Bray and Lady Bray (nee Hubbard); husband of
Evelyn Joan Bray (nee Broadwood), of Lyne,
Capel, Surrey'

£40.00 - £60.00
938

A WWII Civil Defence steel helmet by Briggs
Motor Bodies 1941 to/w a red and white feather
plume in japanned cylinder case, a boxed gasmask (as found/little used), a water canteen and
sets of spurs etc £60.00 - £100.00

939

A pair of Victorian japanned brass 'Long John'
binoculars,. 36 cm long fully extended in leather
case to/w a cased Zeiss binocular loupe with
elastic head-band £50.00 - £80.00

940

A pair of Empire style gilt and brown patinated
metal candlesticks with reeded pillars on foliate
bases with claw feet, 28 cm £50.00 - £80.00

941

Two Arab daggers of traditional form with wooden
hilts and brass mounts and scabbards, 42 cm
long overall £40.00 - £60.00

942

A Singer Cars chrome 'cockerel' bonnet mascot
957
to/w a Rover 'Viking' badge and a Miners 'Light
Type Hat' Miner's helmet by Huwood, with lamp (3)
£50.00 - £80.00

943

A Carl Zeiss Jena brass microscope no 11719, in
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A finely-worked Georgian silk map sampler of
England and Wales, with delineated counties
captioned in ink, with vignette of Britannia and
trailing floral border, 52 x 46 cm, glazed gilt frame
£300.00 - £500.00
A 19th century longstitch wool picture of a Naval
ship of the Line with two rows of guns, in full sail
outside a harbour with forts, lighthouses and other
buildings, 33 x 51 cm, in glazed maple frame
£300.00 - £400.00

958

959

960

961

A pair of Victorian Aesthetic Movement brass
plaque girandoles embossed with fruit and flowers
in the japonaiserie manner and each mounted with
a pair of swing branch candle sconces, 40 x 24
cm overall £100.00 - £200.00
A quantity of postage stamp albums, including
Victorian and later British, Empire, Foreign and
Commonwealth issues, including
commemoratives, representatives, blocks, sets,
first day covers etc (box) £100.00 - £150.00
A small collection of postage stamps including a
quantity of Victorian British and Empire issues
(box) £40.00 - £60.00
A large quantity of mostly 1960s GPO definitive
first day covers from the Philatelic Bureau,
Edinburgh - many in original unopened packages
(box) £80.00 - £120.00

figures in ivory or stag antler. All about 24cm high,
19th/20th Century (4) £80.00 - £100.00
974

A framed print designed as four portraits of Mao
Zedong (1893-1976), Former Chairman of The
Communist Party of China, overall dimensions 79
x 60 cm; together with an Ancestor Portrait of a
Manchu/Chinese Consort, overall dimensions 130
x 62cm (2) £100.00 - £200.00

975

A Mah Jong set with bone and bamboo tiles, in
fitted box with drawers, to/w associated rules-ofthe-game £80.00 - £120.00

976

A Clydesdale Set quarter plate field camera, with
two double plate cases, black hood and tripod,
probably by Spratt Bros, to.w a Pathescope Pathe
Rex 17.5 mm (inc camera) (box) £60.00 - £100.00

977

A pair of Carl Zeiss, Jena, Turactem 8 x 24 field
binoculars, and an Art Deco style Kodak six-10
Model C folding camera - both with leather cases,
to/w three antique boxed part-sets of antique
drawing instruments £40.00 - £60.00

962

A large collection of Edwardian and later
postcards, in six albums, including humorous,
silks, valentine, topography, actors and actresses,
whimsical, greetings etc £100.00 - £150.00

978

963

A Victorian stuffed Sandpiper in natural setting
and glazed case inscribed 'Sandpiper shot by B.
F. Pinney', 28 cm wide £50.00 - £70.00

A Paillard Bolex H16 cine camera with Kern
variable triple-lens system, in fitted leather case
£100.00 - £150.00

979

964

A Victorian brass-bound tooled Morocco leather
Family Bible with colour plates £40.00 - £60.00

965

A katana with tsuba and damaged kuro-nuri saya;
the blade's configuration fukura-tsuku with single
mekugi-ana and roughly kiji-momo nakago; the
omote nakago with two visible kanji but details
obscured by rust; nagasa 72cm £50.00 - £100.00

A rosewood work-box with mother of pearl inlay,
containing various collectables including simulated
tortoiseshell papier mache snuff box, Irish bog oak
pin dish, morocco leather small trinket box, a
heavy brass alarm clock, two carved plum-pits and
a spring balance £40.00 - £60.00

980

A Victorian cased set of six beadwork napkin
rings to/w a Mortlock porcelain-painting kit, a
tinplate novelty cigarette/playing cards case in the
form of a miniature longcase clock, a 'Tic Tac'
Bookie's runner's money-bag with Richmond Timer
Recording Co watch mechanism and two cased
sets of drawing instruments £50.00 - £80.00

981

A Lenci-style large felt doll 'Tom' with blond wig,
riding on painted wood hobby-horse, 52 cm high
£200.00 - £400.00

982

A quantity of Middlesex Lodge Masonic Regalia,
including aprons, sashes, jewels, bow tie, etc, in
leather case £40.00 - £60.00

983

Four silver gilt and enamel Masonic jewels, to/w
an apron and two sashes, gloves, books etc in
leather case, with Scarborough Lodge medallion in
perspex cube £40.00 - £60.00

984

An 1832 album of watercolours and engravings
including Waterloo, topographical, beauties of the
day etc £50.00 - £80.00

985

Six tyre company advertising ashtrays with
miniature tyre surrounds £40.00 - £60.00

986

A pair of engine-turned silver-backed hairbrushes,
Birmingham 1935/36, to/w various clothes
brushes, shoe horn, two simulated tortoiseshell
folding clothes-hangers and a simulated coral
example and a mahogany tea caddy inset
containing a collection of colour slides of gardens
(box) £40.00 - £60.00

966

Two small metal okimono or scroll weights,
comprising: one of Monju Bosatsu seated on a
karashishi; and one of a karako; the first about
6.5cm wide, Meiji Period or later £40.00 - £60.00

967

A cut glass ink bottle in mother of pearl diamondveneered box, 8.5 cm £50.00 - £70.00

968

A Cantonese tortoiseshell rectangular card case,
decorated with figures in gardens, 9cm high, 19th
Century £100.00 - £200.00

969

970

971

A 19th century Indian ivory visiting card case,
decorated in penwork with Indra riding a sacred
cow and Brahma on a dove £80.00 - £120.00
An old decorative carved wood full height standing
figure of Siamese origin, retaining traces of old
polychrome and gilt finishes, raised on applied
carved short feet, 187 cm high £100.00 - £200.00
A set of six horn buttons, relief-carved with
hounds' heads, to/w a mother-of-pearl button, an
agate boss and three intaglio-carved cornelian
seals (one possibly Roman) £40.00 - £60.00

972

A sectional ivory okimono of a Japanese man with
his hair cut in sakayaki, 14cm high, Meiji Period
£30.00 - £40.00

973

A set of four Victorian electroplated serving
spoons with bamboo design stems, each mounted
with a figure of Jurojin, Fukurokuju or other Asian
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987

Six various clay pipes to/w two leather-mounted
pairs of opera glasses £40.00 - £60.00

1001

A 19th century ring-turned ivory chess-set with red
dye, king 10.5 cm high, in mahogany box £50.00 £80.00

988

A modern Turkish Meerschaum large pipe, the
bowl carved with a Sultan's head, 42 cm to/w a
similar cheroot holder (2) £50.00 - £100.00

1002

A turned wood Staunton-type chess set, the king
8.5 cm high £80.00 - £120.00

989

An Edwardian silver and amber cheroot holder
1003
Birmingham 1904, to/w a cased silver Yard-O-Led
propelling pencil, a gilt metal oval locket
embossed with relief of a Burmese deity, a trio of
WW1 miniature medals, a Mauchline Ware rolling
ruler (The Parade, Tunbridge Wells), a pair of glove
stretchers, and a treen powder pot, contained in a
Victorian inlaid rosewood trinket box £70.00 £100.00

990

A quantity of police-related and other items,
including helmet badges, whistles, photographs,
brass Grenadier Guards name-plate, etc (box)
£40.00 - £60.00

A leather-bound jewellery box containing various
collectables including an unnamed group of five
miniature medals - 1914 Star with Aug-Nov bar,
War Medal, Victory Medal with oak leaf, India
Medal with Waziristan 1923 bar and LSGC, fullsize 1914-15 Star RMC cap-badge, Gloucester
Regiment 'Egypt' badge, enamel and silver gilt
Rotary Club Past President medal, silver gilt and
enamel Masonic jewel, gilt metal spring-loaded
folding lorgnettes etc £80.00 - £120.00

1004

991

A pair of mid 19th century Ambrotype
1005
photographs, portrait of a lady and gentleman, in
gilt mounts and glazed and ebonised folding frame
£40.00 - £60.00

992

A 19th century Daguerrotype portrait of a lady,
mounted in a gilt metal brooch £30.00 - £50.00

1006

993

A mid 19th century Dagguerotype, portrait of an
elegant gentleman in evening dress, in gilt mount
and composite pocket case £50.00 - £100.00

994

A watercolour miniature portrait of an 18th century
1007
lady - label verso suggests her to be Anastasia
Robinson, a popular Contralto (fl 1714-24), 12 x 9
cm, in rosewood frame £50.00 - £80.00

995

An oval portrait miniature on ivory of a young lady,
in gilt frame, to/w a circular miniature of another
young lady (2) £50.00 - £80.00

1008
995A A family set of six portrait miniatures depicting a
clerical gentleman, his wife and young daughter
to/w a young lady in silk gown, her hair in brunette
ringlets, a Regency style oval portrait of a young
lady with close-curled coiffure and an 18th century
1009
gentlemen in powdered wig, all set in one later
frame £600.00 - £800.00
996

An oval portrait miniature of Queen Victoria,
another of an early 19th century lady, and a small
miniature of a gentleman, dated 1840 on reverse
1010
(3) £70.00 - £100.00

997

A portrait miniature of an 18th century lady set in
ornate gilt metal buckle, set in a brass frame, to/w
a small neo-classical print in brass frame and a
parquetry-inlaid walnut work box (3) £40.00 £60.00

998

A 19th century ring-turned bone chess set with red
dye, king 9.5 cm £50.00 - £80.00

999

A turned wood Staunton type chess set, King 7.5
cm high to/w two sets of turned wood draughts
and a card chessboard £40.00 - £60.00

1000

A Staunton turned wood chess set, king 8 cm
high, stamped with crown on black and white
knights and rooks £100.00 - £150.00
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1011

A military swagger stick, the nickel pommel
embossed with the badge of the Inns of Court
OTC, to/w three riding crops £40.00 - £60.00
Horse racing - An unusual and large ham-carving
knife and fork with black steel blade and
electroplated banded ferrules, the handles made
from the shin-bones of 'Blinkbonny', a racehorse
owned by W H Hornby £40.00 - £60.00
A Victorian wooden doll with painted head and
poseable jointed limbs, 18 cm, to/w a wax-headed
doll with blue glass eyes, on stuffed fabric body,
35 cm and a Chinese painted wood doll (3) £40.00
- £60.00
A Schuco 1017 Lotus Formel 1 racing car, a
boxed Triang Minic Ship model RMS Queen Mary,
a Prameta Kolner Automelle Mercedez-Benz 300,
Corgi Mercedez-Benz 300 SC, Corgi 300 S and
various other unboxed model vehicles in played
with condition £50.00 - £70.00
An Armand Marseille 390 A.3/Ox M bisqueheaded girl doll with blue eyes and open mouth
with four teeth, a composite body with jointed
limbs, 39 cm to/w a box of ten small bisque dolls,
heads and limbs (a/f) £50.00 - £80.00
Boxed Dinky models - 102 Joe's Car (Joe 90), 103
Spectrum Patrol car; 243 BRM Racing Car, 437
Muir-Hill 2 /WL Loader, 651 Centurion Tank, 719
Spitfire Mk II, 721 Junkers JU 87B Stuka, 722
Hawker Harrier (8) £100.00 - £150.00
Boxed Corgi model - 266 Chitty Chitty Bang Bang,
1133 Troop Transporter, 277 Monkee Mobile, 479
Commer Mobile Camera Van, 497 Man from
UNCLE Gun Firing Trash Buster, 261 James Bond
Aston Martin DB5, 66 Massey-Ferguson 165
Tractor, 159 Cooper-Maserati F1, 319 Lotus Elan
Coupe, 330 Porsche Carrera 6, 332 Lancia Fulvia
Sport Zagato, 354 Military Ambulance, 356
Personnel Carrier, 491 Ford Consul Cortina Super
Estate Car, 492 Volkswagon European police car,
9032 1910 Renault Primrose (16) £80.00 - £120.00
A boxed French Dinky Supertoys 36B 'Tracteur
Willeme et Semi-Remarque Bachee', to/w a
quantity of unboxed Dinky and other models
including 260 Royal Mail Van, 261 Telephone

Service Van, 442 Esso Motor oil petrol truck, 422
Fordson Flatbed truck and 30W Hindle Smart
Helecs articulated truck and many others (box)
£100.00 - £150.00
1012

1013

1014

1015

1016

1017

1026

Two Conway Stewart marbled fountain pens,
models 27 & 58 with 14ct gold nibs to/w a similar
Delarue Onoto pen and a Parker pen (4) £30.00 £40.00

A silver 1981 Royal Wedding/St Paul's Cathedral 1027
souvenir medallion, to/w in excess of 45 Elizabeth
II commemorative crowns, eleven sets of Britain's 1028
First Decimal coins and various other British and
Foreign coinage (box) £30.00 - £40.00

Two Victorian ivory covered aide-memoires with
concertina linings (2) £50.00 - £70.00

Various collectables including electroplated snuff 1029
box and powder compact, pair of candlesticks,
1914-18 War Medal, ruby glass trinket box and
cover, three wristwatches, flatware, coins etc (box)
£40.00 - £60.00
1030
A Japanese lacquer trinket box containing various
collectables including 1889 Crown XF,
commemorative crowns including 1951 Festival of
Britain and other coins, Indian salt spoons with
1031
coin bowls, cased pair of cuthroat razors, pincenez, Dinky 150 Rolls Royce silver wraith etc
£60.00 - £90.00

An 18th century continental oval trinket box with
carved mother of pearl top and base and white
metal rims, inscribed within 'Ann Tubb 1725', 8 cm
£80.00 - £120.00

Three silver proof one pound coins, to/w a large
1032
quantity of Tongan coinage from the Nusmatic
section, Treasury, NUKU ALOFA, Tonga (includes
original receipt 1968), much of it in unopened
original packaging and all mint £50.00 - £100.00
1033
A set of 24 electroplated medallions depicting
Kings and Queens of England by Thomason,
Cassier and others £100.00 - £200.00
1034
A 19th century Indian ivory parasol pommel,
carved as a clench hand holding a flower, on
ebony stem, 7 cm £40.00 - £60.00

1018

An Edwardian letter clip, modelled as a silver 'R'
on a tortoiseshell shield base, Gourdel Vales &
Co, Birmingham 1909 £40.00 - £60.00

1019

A brass & Japanned metal pocket bearing
compass in leather case £40.00 - £60.00

1020

Three Mexican Sterling pin-dishes, stamped with
Aztec calendars, to/w a 19th century electroplated
champagne tap stamped C&C, in leather case (4)
£30.00 - £50.00

1021

A 19th century French glass cylindrical seaux
(pail) with reeded interior, gilded with foliate swags
and garlands, 14 cm high to/w a pair of miniature
bisque-headed dolls, 13 cm (3) £50.00 - £70.00

1022

A Sheraton style inlaid mahogany oval tea caddy,
the hinged cover with a floral marquetry spray
within a foliate border, 16 cm wide £100.00 £150.00

1022A A serpentine tortoiseshell tea caddy with brass
cartouches, 20 cm wide £300.00 - £400.00
1023

A Victorian British passport for Thomas and Sarah
Lambert, no. 1311, with Russian counter-stamps
on the reverse £40.00 - £60.00

1025

A 1772 London Almanack, printed for the
Company of Stationers, 5.7 x 32 mm in original
decorative card slip-case £100.00 - £150.00
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A 18th century continental tortoiseshell oval snuff
box with ornate white metal hinges, 9 cm wide
£60.00 - £90.00

An early 19th century electroplated pill box
commemorating the Death of Nelson, 3.5 cm, to/w
a gilt brass snuff box, the cover embossed with
Nelson's portrait, 5.5 cm (2) £40.00 - £60.00
A pair of tortoiseshell fleams (blood-letting lancets)
with folding steel blades, in leather slip-case to/w
an 18th century knife and fork pair with agate
handles (3) £70.00 - £100.00
A mahogany and brass pocket telescope to/w a
bone fan, bone parasol handle, ivorine fan and two
worked flint blades £20.00 - £40.00
An Art Nouveau style bronzed spelter table centre
piece cast with a sea-nymph with serpent, with tin
flower trough liner, 50 cm wide £50.00 - £80.00
A bronze patinated ewer in the Renaissance
manner surmounted by a cherub and with a
Bacchanalian frieze, 58 cm high £100.00 - £150.00

